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1 Introduction
The RRI Tools training and advocacy programmes are designed to build a community that is
knowledgeable about responsible research and innovation (RRI), that can explain it to others
(thus enlarging the community), and argue for it in policy and funding forums. They also
have the aim of making the RRI Tools project and the materials that it has produced and
collected both visible and practically accessible to an audience as wide as possible.
Workpackage 4 (WP) therefore builds on work done in WP1 – the development of a clear
definition of RRI, the setting out of criteria for research and innovation activities to be
considered “responsible” in the full sense of the word, and the compilation of “inspiring
practices” that illustrate (aspects of) RRI –, in WP2 – mapping of obstacles, opportunities and
needs for the various RRI stakeholders – and WP3 – the RRI Tools website/ Toolkit itself.

WP4 has, by-and-large, fulfilled all of its objectives in a timely manner, with materials of
good quality that can be used widely and meetings that range from one-on-one to close to
100 participants, with durations as short as an hour up to as long as three days. Where some
adjustments to timing have been required, due to the overall Project development, it has
not interfered with the fulfilment of the Project’s goals. It is also clear, however, that the
training and advocacy resources produced under this WP could be much more fully exploited
if future funding for staff and meetings were to be available.

In the course of its work, RRI Tools has used a number of training approaches, developing
new techniques to engage workshop participants, and to make the concepts underpinning
RRI as accessible as possible. Advocacy discussions have ranged from civil servants and
research team leaders and members to ministers responsible for science and education.

Note: Rather than add bulk to this report, readers are referred to the RRI Tools website –
particularly to the Training pages – for documents that are mentioned here. To allow for a
simple comparison with the RRI Tools Description of Work (DoW), this report is structured
along the same lines as the tasks in the DoW. This report should also be read alongside D4.1
and D4.2 – interim reports covering training and advocacy respectively.
5
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2 Task 4.1. Development and pilot of a training programme
2.1 The RRI Tools approach and learning outcomes
Right from the outset, RRI Tools decided that its training programme would be based on a
modular approach, so that workshops could range from a brief introduction to RRI and the
Toolkit to immersive role-play and detailed discussion, depending on the time available and
the requirements of participants. The approach to training also re-cycled many of the
resources developed by other WPs so that deep familiarity with RRI Tools itself could be
engendered, and workshop participants could recapitulate (some of) the thinking and
practice that had given rise to them.

As far as possible, RRI Tools decided that its workshops would work best if they were multistakeholder, since one of the vital features of RRI is the need for multiple perspectives and
inputs into the research and innovation processes at all stages. Key to the success of training
is to have a keen sense of what it is that the training is intended to achieve and what the
desired outcomes would be. It is also important that participants be motivated to “learn”
and be part of the RRI community.

Following this, RRI Tools developed a series of Learning Outcomes that would apply to all
stakeholders and to different stakeholder groups. These outcomes were initially drawn up by
the UCL team and then trialled at a project meeting in Barcelona in September 2015. These
outcomes were refined further as a result of feedback from Hubs and the Consortium and
Advisory Board meetings in Brussels in November 2015.

2.2 Training section in the RRI Toolkit
The project has developed a training section in the RRI Toolkit that consists of three
webpages:


The main training page (Figure 1) offers an introduction to the training program
developed by RRI Tools, its objectives and learning outcomes, and links to training
experiences shared in the RRI Tools blog.

6
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Figure 1. Main training page explaining the basics of the programme.



The when & where training page (Figure 2) displays through a map and a calendar all
the training sessions offered by RRI Tools during 2016. By clicking on a particular
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session, users can access the basic information (place, date, organizer, type of
session) and contact details.

Figure 2. When & Where training page displaying the training sessions offered by RRI Tools
throughout Europe. The details of a training session in London appear in the box at the front.
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The resources training page (Figures 3A, 3B and 5) gathers the complete package of
materials for the RRI Tools training program. For more details regarding the training
materiales developed by the project, see 2.3.

Figure 3A. Resources training page: main training modules.
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Figure 3B. Resources training page: example trainining workshop programmes and additional
training materials.

The top menu of the RRI Tools webpage has a separate tab on training and there are several
links to the training pages in different sections of the RRI Toolkit.
10
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2.3 Training modules and resources
The RRI Tools training resources are organized in three main modules, a set of eight
showcases and additional videos and presentations. All resources are openly accessible and
can be used for complementing a training attended by the user, for self-instruction, or for
preparing training sessions. For this purpose, three examples of training session programs
are also available on the webpage. The different training resources have variously been
developed from WPs 1, 2 and 3, and are briefly outlined below.
2.3.1 Explaining the RRI concept
WP1 developed the initial RRI Tools definition of responsible research and innovation and
turned it into a policy brief. This document was updated and turned into a project brief, with
input from Consortium and Advisory Board members, as well as some beta-testing in
workshops themselves. The project brief, and some extensive example powerpoint
presentations (joined into one file), are available from the website, as well as an explanatory
video (“Responsible Research and Innovation: Why? What is it?”). The powerpoint
presentation includes (at the end) a “Talk to the Hat” exercise, which involves workshop
participants from different stakeholder groups (or getting into character) explaining RRI from
their perspective to a stakeholder of a different group.
2.3.2 Why is RRI important
As part of WP2, RRI Tools produced the “Report into Opportunities, Obstacles and Needs …”
for RRI from the standpoint of the various stakeholder groups. This lengthy report is a key
resource for this module, and – together with the introductory document – forms the basis
for the Opportunities, Obstacles, Solutions “brain-storming” activity.
2.3.3 Using the RRI toolkit
As the name suggests, the RRI Toolkit training module takes workshop participants through
the key features and overall architecture of the Toolkit itself. (Note that although the
training modules are themselves part of the overall Toolkit, for the purposes of this section
the Toolkit is considered to be everything else but the modules.) Several exercises are
suggested in the module and there is clear overlap with the first two modules, particularly
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where it comes to finding “solutions” to RRI problems. The module includes the following
additional materials:
·

Videos: “The RRI Toolkit - introductory video” and an interview with some potential
users of the RRI Toolkit (“The RRI Toolkit: What for? Why should I use it?”).

·

Ppt presentation introducing the general structure of the RRI Toolkit

·

Complete description of the RRI Toolkit (D3.2)

Figure 4A. The RRI Toolkit - introductory video

Figure 4B. The RRI Toolkit: What for? Why should I use it?”.
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2.3.4 Showcases
Apart from creating a definition of responsible research and innovation (RRI), and the
accompanying policy and project briefs, another goal of WP1 was to identify a number of
“Inspiring Practices” that would illustrate key aspects of RRI such that they could be used to
“bring RRI to life” (“D1.4.- A catalogue of good RRI practices”). From about 30 such practices,
eight were then developed in detail to cover all of the six stakeholder groups and all of te RRI
key agendas in such a way that they could (a) act as cases studies that could be gone through
in detail, either in a workshop or as part of online study, and (b) upon which role-play
exercises could be based that would simulate “real life” RRI situations.

The eight showcases developed are:
·

The Challenge Driven Innovation scheme, based in Sweden

·

The EPSRC’s Framework for Responsible Innovation, based in the UK

·

The Fishery Benchmarking project of the IPMA, based in Portugal

·

The Hao2 company, based in the UK

·

The Knowledge for Climate (KvK) project, based in the Netherlands

·

The Novo Nordisk Blueprint for Change, based in Denmark

·

The Social Innovation Factory, based in Belgium

·

The Xplore Health project, based in Spain

The showcases themselves also act as exemplars of how to use case study / role-play
methodology for RRI training. For each showcase, several additional materials are available
such as example ppt presentations, introductory videos and articles in the RRI Tools blog
(see figure 5)
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Figure 5. Resources training page: detail of the kind of materials developed for each showcase.
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2.3.5 Additional materials
As well as the resources outlined above, the Training pages contain many other materials
that can be used in workshops or for online learning.

The main training page hosts a number of training workshop experiences shared in the RRI
Tools blog, including a video pastiche of the 2nd Train-the-Trainers workshop (see figure 6
and T4.3 section of this report) that gives a flavour of the inter-activity and enthusiasm such
workshops can generate.

Figure 6. “Come to a Responsible Research and Innovation training!” – Promotional video for the
RRI Tools training events

On the “Resources” pages there are also example workshop timetables, a number of
stakeholder and agenda-specific materials (ppt presentations and videos), as well as some
video interviews with RRI experts that can be used in training (see figure 3B).
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3 Task 4.2. Development of an advocacy programme
3.1 Objectives and target audiences
During the course of the first two years of the RRI Tools Project, the outlines given in the
DoW were developed into a set of key objectives. Each of the Hubs carried out a series of
meetings with relevant policy makers, often on a one-on-one basis, or with small teams.

The target audiences for the advocacy programme were policy-makers in national and
regional government bodies, as well as the European Commission itself. Hence the RRI Tools
Final Conference (November 21-22, 2016) was able to put on a parallel session “From EU to
countries to regions” that involved policy-makers at all of these levels talking about their
experiences of developing RRI policies and the programmes that flowed from them (see
figure 7).

Dorette Corbey, former Director of the Dutch
Advisory Council for Science and Technology
Policy (2009-2016) and former member of the
European Parliament (1999-2009); Marie
Céline Loibl, Programmleitung Sparkling
Science - Austrian Federal Ministry of Science,
Research and Economy; and Daniel Rencrantz,
Industrial Technologies and Innovation
Management Division, Vinnova.

Carlos Catalão, Ciência Viva, Jaume Reventós,
Direcció General de Recerca i Innovació en
Salut, Departament de Salut, Generalitat de
Catalunya; Angelo Gatto, Senior Expert in
innovation management at Finlombarda, the
Regional Development Agency of Lombardia;
and Aðalheiður Jónsdóttir, Coordinator of
SiS.net, the international network of National
Contact Points for Science with and for Society
in Horizon 2020

Figure 7. The RRI Tools Final Conference. Parallel session “From EU to countries to regions”. For
more pictures, see photo album of the RRI Tools Final Conference
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The Project developed four key objectives for its advocacy programme:
1. To build knowledge of the Responsible Research and Innovation (RRI) Toolkit
amongst relevant policymakers
2. To help policymakers understand their roles within RRI and enable them to know
how to act
3. To encourage policymakers to engage with their local hubs on RRI issues
4. To involve policymakers in the community of practice being developed by the hubs
with a view to securing the life of the hub/community of practice after the project
funding.
As well as with governmental policy-makers, meetings were also held with leaders in
academic institutions, funding agencies, learned and professional societies, formal and
informal education establishments, and civil society organisations, recognising that – in line
with RRI stakeholder involvement – these partners also need discussion about the aims and
benefits of RRI. Additionally, more public, larger-scale, advocacy events were put on to
enlarge the community of practice.

3.2 Enhancing the advocacy programme
One of the key resources for advocacy was the RRI Tools Policy Brief developed under WP1.
This gave a concise definition of RRI, and set out the key stakeholders and policy agendas
that it addresses, as well as the outcomes to be achieved and the processes that could be
useful in achieving them. Videos and other materials introducing RRI are available on the RRI
Tools website that address all and individual stakeholder groups, as well as the key agendas.
The first “Train-the-Trainers” workshop in February 2016 (T3.1 – see next section) presented
a significant opportunity to discuss what the project had been developing in terms of
advocacy over the previous 2 years. Following that workshop, a major briefing document on
“Training and Advocacy” was sent to each of the Hubs. (This document in its entirety is
Appendix 1 of D4.2). On advocacy, amongst other tips, it advised:
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Things to think about when planning advocacy work:


You should be aiming for around 10 advocacy meetings over the next 9 months. They
can be as simple as one-to-one conversations with key policymakers over coffee.



Do you need to update your target audience in light of your experience reaching
people for advocacy workshops?



While you won’t want to run through the advocacyactivities, the showcases might
offer useful case studies to bring the idea to life in your meetings



You might also want to show people the Toolkit website and ask them to sign up to
the community – you can do that there and then with a smartphone or tablet



Think about how you can follow up the advocacy meetings – even a short email with
a link to the toolkit will be helpful.

Hubs were further supported by a series of “Hub chats” that lasted between T3.1 and the
2nd Train-the-trainers (T3.2) workshop.

4 Task 4.3. Train the trainers (T3)
4.1 Overview
The task of delivering training on responsible research and innovation (RRI) is a daunting
one, if one considers the vast numbers in the R&I communities (private and public) and key
stakeholders who may need to be involved. Thus, a key part of WP4 has been to develop a
cohort of people across the European Union who feel confident in their understanding of the
RRI concept and can pass on that understanding to other relevant partners. The RRI Tools
approach has been to develop training materials that are straightforward to use, and to
provide some explanation and practice to members of its Hubs.

Central to this programme have been two Train-the-trainers (T3) workshops, held in
February and July 2016. (Note: In the DoW, only one such workshop was envisaged, but the
project decided that two would be necessary for reasons that are explained in the next subsections.) As well as providing training opportunities for all of the Hubs, the T3 workshops
have been important forums to exchange experiences, develop new training ideas and
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generally, to enhance the morale and cohesion of the RRI Tools Consortium for a very
demanding training programme during 2016.
Table 1. Training activities: Train the trainers and training workshops by the hubs
1st Train the Trainers (under the lead of UCL)

17-19 February 2016, London

1st Hub-run Training Workshops

March – June 2016

2nd Train the Trainers (under the lead of UCL)

4-6 July 2016, Barcelona

2nd Hub-run Training Workshops

July – November 2016

4.2 First T3 workshop
The first Train-the-trainers workshop (T3.1) was held at the facilities of University College
London and of the Wellcome Trust from February 17 to 19, 2016. 63 RRI Tools consortium
members, including representatives of all of the Hubs and networks attended T3.1. A
representative of the European Commission DG Research “Science-with-and-for-Society”
team also attended as an active participant. The full programme of this workshop is available
under the Training Resources section of the RRI Tools website.

Figure 8. The RRI Tools 1st Train the trainer’s workshop
was held at the facilities of University College London in February 2016
For more pictures, see photo album of the first train the trainers

During the course of the two-and-a-half day programme, participants were taken through
the three main modules available under the Project’s training resources and had a choice of
attending two presentations and exercises on the eight available showcases. There were also
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opportunities to share training experiences and techniques (see figure 8). The workshop
included a major presentation on advocating to policy-makers (from David Carr of the
Wellcome Trust), and an update on the Project’s dissemination activities.

At the time of T3.1, the modules on “Explaining RRI” and “Why is RRI important” were well
developed. Since the RRI Toolkit itself was still under development (the launch of the
betaversion of the Toolkit was in March 2016), the module on “Using the Toolkit” made use
of T3.1 to gather important feedback from project partners as well as to introduce the Hub
“trainee trainers” to ways of making participants at their own workshops understand how to
navigate through the available resources and find resources that would address their needs
and concerns. Most of the eight showcases were also still under development. So, once
more, T3.1 was an opportunity to get feedback on both the “stories” contained in the
showcases and the usefulness of the exercises that were proposed to accompany them.

Overall, the evaluation of T3.1 showed that it had been successful in enhancing the abilities
of the Hubs to explain and train on RRI. But it was felt that more was needed, and that the
second Train-the-trainers workshop (timetabled for July) would consolidate training skills
and give time for the training materials to be finalised.

4.3 Second T3 workshop
The second Train-the-trainers workshop (T3.2) was held at CosmoCaixa, Barcelona, from July
4 to 6, 2016. This was attended by 62 RRI Tools Project members, including representatives
from all of the Hubs and networks (see figure 9). A representative of the European
Commission DG Research “Science-with-and-for-Society” team also attended as an active
participant. The workshop was combined with a meeting of the RRI Tools Advisory Board,
which enabled Hub members to get insights into various RRI issues (including the reasons for
and impact of Brexit) from the “experts” (see table 2).
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Figure 9. The RRI Tools 2nd Train the trainer’s workshop
was held at CosmoCaixa Barcelona in July 2016
For more pictures, see photo album of the second train the trainers

This workshop concentrated on going through Hub experiences of training and bringing out
some “novel” training techniques, including “a handful of expectations”, play-acting and the
use of the RRI dice to decide which RRI aspects to search for in the Toolkit. There were also
opportunities to discuss using the showcases with the authors and how to use the RRI Tools
Forum for training and dissemination / advocacy. Once more, T3.2 enabled the Project as a
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whole to make preparations for the training ahead and exchange experiences. It also
provided an opportunity to start the discussion on the format and content of the Final
Conference, held in Brussels in November 2016.
Table 2. Video pieces produced during the 2nd Train the trainers
Title
AfterBrexit: Responsible Research and Innovation
Should learn from the transition discourse.
By Richard Owen
Why engagement is at the core of Responsible
Research and Innovation.
By Lars Kluver
Aiming for a different societal model with
Responsible Research and Innovation.
By Claudia Neubauer

Type

Youtube

Flash talk

https://youtu.be/FlBU-t4yfi4

Flash talk

https://youtu.be/e9TCQgXhYAQ

Flash talk

https://youtu.be/RdzUoyOd9lk

Flash talk

https://youtu.be/Mrt2gJbfGP0

Brexit: Why is Responsible Research and
Innovation more important than ever?
By Richard Owen
Is citizen science enough?
By Lars Klüver
How are sustainable development, gender and RRI
related?
By Inés Sánchez de Madariaga
Why include the civil society in research and
innovation?
By Claudia Neubauer

Interview

https://youtu.be/F9hLghmj990

Interview

https://youtu.be/VJexA3KRkGw

Interview

https://youtu.be/8zaA_o3vB8Q

Interview

https://youtu.be/Y6Dg9n3qZo8

RRI Tools: building a community of Practice around
Responsible Research and Innovation for the
transformation of society.
By Giuseppe Borsalino

Interview

https://youtu.be/lRdNXRFNO20

Gender in the sustainable development agenda.
By Inés Sánchez de Madariaga

4.4 Outcomes of the Train-the-trainer´s programme
With over 60 participants at each of the two workshops, it is clear that RRI Tools has
delivered some of the largest training events on responsible research and innovation ever
held in Europe. These workshops were also important in ensuring that Hubs were fully
engaged in RRI Tools and had clear guidance on what was expected of them, and how they
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could achieve this. The meetings were also important for enthusing the team overall. A short
video prepared from material filmed at T3.2 captures a flavour of this.

In preparing for T3.2, Hubs had been asked to ensure that at least one person who had
attended T3.1 came to the second workshop, to ensure continuity, whilst leaving open
whether or not they decided to reinforce or expand their team of RRI-trained trainers.
Looking at the attendance lists of each workshop, 48 people attended both workshops, with
an additional 16 attending only T3.1 and 15 attending only T3.2. All of the Hubs and the
Project partners ensured that their attendees reflected this. Taking the figures overall,
therefore, it is clear that 80 people overall attended one or other of the two Train-thetrainers workshops. This represents a considerable training force for future RRI training
events and projects, a resource that needs maintaining and supporting in the future.

5 T 4.4. Implementation of the training and advocacy programme
5.1 Training and advocacy
During the course of the Project, RRI Tools consortium members, including Hubs and
Networks, have been involved in training and advocacy events that range from one-on-one
or small-team-on-small-team meetings through to addressing audiences of several hundred.
Training events have tended to be with groups from a few to several tens of participants
“learning” about RRI and being involved in simulated or real-life exercises to develop
practical applications of what the RRI Tools project is providing. Advocacy may take place in
individual face-to-face meetings or at larger gatherings where there is little time or
opportunity for individual contact.

In what follows we make a rough distinction between a workshop, where participants get to
do some work, as against advocacy meetings, where participants talk, listen and discuss
without necessarily being involved in practical exercises. In many ways, training workshops
are also advocacy events, however; indeed, the best way to advocate for RRI is to make the
person(s) with whom one is discussing feel that they can explain it and argue for it with
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others, and that they can find resources to support their arguments and help them when
developing projects etc.

The DoW foresaw that RRI Tools would undertake to advocate at EU level and to adapt the
training resources for an international context, as well as at the local and national level
covered by the individual Hubs. In order to report further we split the training and advocacy
activities between national and regional organisations, usually organised and serviced by just
one partner / Hub, and workshops for international organisations, where several project
partners have been involved in the meetings.

5.2 Hub training workshops and advocacy events
In order to set up their Hub teams, all of the leading organisations had to be involved with
“advocacy” meetings to create their forums or advisory and/or steering groops. Further
advocacy was required from all Hubs in the run up to the series of meetings held in Autumn
2014 to discuss the Project’s definition of RRI, the opportunities it presented, the obstacles
to carrying out responsible research and innovation, and the needs of various stakeholders.
The methodology behind these meetings is outlined in D2.1 “Guidelines for the
implementation of the stakeholder consultation in relation to RRI” and the meetings
themselves in D2.2 “Report on the analysis of opportunities, obstacles and needs of the
stakeholder groups in RRI practices in Europe”.

Folllowing the T3.1 workshop, Hubs were sent “A briefing for Hubs on Training Workshops
and Advocacy”, reported in D4.1 and 4.2. This set out the Project requirements for a
minimum of two major dissemination and training workshops per Hub. What follows is a
brief synopsis of the activities of the 19 RRI Tools Hubs. There were a total of 105 national/
regional / local training workshops held by the Hubs. Many Hub members have been
involved in training workshops at international events, some of them listed in the next
section, as well as in their own local activities. For a complete list of the events organized by
RRI Tools in 2016 see table 3 included in Annex 2.
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5.2.1 Austria and Slovenia
The Austria and Slovenia Hub is led by the Zentrum für Soziale Innovation, Austria. This Hub
carried out 7 training workshops / events overall, four in Austria and three in Slovenia. The
Austrian hub organised two bigger workshop events and two smaller ones in Vienna. In
December 2016, the Austrian hub organised a ZSI staff-training workshop on RRI containing
the state-of-the-art on RRI, an introduction to the RRI tools project and a presentation of
different tools and resources. Also in December 2016, the Austrian hub contributed to a
major event dedicated to ethics in research, Veranstaltung der RRI Plattform: "Ethik in der
Forschungspraxis". A session on how to institutionalise ethics at various institutions and how
to make it a shared responsibility among different actors was organised. In Sloveina, the Hub
organised a workshop the 11th Slovenian Forum of Innovation, an international
event organized by Ministry for Economic Affairs and Technology of the Republic of Slovenia
and Slovenian Agency for Entrepreneurship promotion. It also organized two workshops on
science communication in conjunction with the Slovenian Research Agency. An important
advocacy event was at the National Chemistry Institute in Ljubljana: NCI was celebrating 70
anniversary and the whole year was full of activities that connect science and society.
5.2.2 Belgium and Luxembourg
The Belgium and Luxembourg Hub is led by the King Baudouin Foundation (KBF), Belgium.
This Hub carried out 5 training workshops / events overall. From the start of the project the
team worked closely with the relevant policy makers and department, academia, innovation
hubs and science councils, both from Flanders, Wallony and Luxembourg. This gave a
tremendous impetus to the concept of RRI, being largely unknown when the project started
with the national key actors in science and policy. The team contributed with tailor-made RRI
interventions at different occasions as part of its Hub third sphere work, ranging from
mechanisation of care, open access to a foundations meeting with EFC.
5.2.3 Bulgaria and Romania
The Bulgaria and Romania Hub is led by the Ruse Chamber of Commerce, Bulgaria. This Hub
carried out 10 training workshops / events overall, and a similar number of key advocacy
meetings. The reception of the workshops was summed up by one of the Bulgarian
researchers after the training at Sofia Science Festival, 12th May 2016: “Scientists are very
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focussed and interested in the result of their work but that is only one side of their job. The
other side is that the scientist is obliged to report in front of the people about their work,
their achievements. Scientists are responsible in front of the society. And projects, such as
this one (RRI Tools), certainly has done a lot of work in order to bring science closer to the
society.”

RRI Tools workshop at the BBEC conference
Timisoara, Romania 24th June 2016

RRI Tools Training event at the Sofia
Science Festival, May 2015

Figure 10. RRI Tools training and advocay events organized by the Bulgaria and Romania Hub

5.2.4 Czech Republic
The Czech Hub is led by Techmania Science Center (TSC) in Pilsen. This Hub carried out 5
training workshops held all around Czech Republic. These workshops took place in science
centers in Pilsen as well as Brno, Ostrava, Olomouc and Liberec.

Training workshop in Olomouc - Pevnost
poznání, 10 October 2016

Training workshop in Ostrava - Svět techniky
Science Center,3 October 2016

Figure 11. Some RRI Tools training events organized by the Czech Hub
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The most important advocacy event was the conference in the Senate of the Czech
Parliament in Prague. The RRI project was introduced by Steve Miller (UCL). Among the
attendees were policymakers (e.g. Prof. RNDr. Václav Hampl, DrSc., Chairman of the
Committee on EU Affairs of the Senate and Ing. Lumír Aschenbrenner, a member of the
Committee on EU Affairs of the Senate), researchers (e.g. doc. Dr. Ing. Vladimír Kebo, The
Technology Agency of the Czech Republic, prof.RNDr. Ondřej Santolík, Dr., Institute of
Atmospheric Physics of Czech Academy of Science etc.), and the education and business and
industry communities.

Figure 12. Main advocacy event organized by the Czech Hub:
RRI Tools Conference in the Senate of the Czech Parliament

5.2.5 Denmark
The Danish Hub is led by the Danish Science Center Experimentarium. As a science center
Experimentarium has tried to lead the Hub in a way that coincides with the hands-on science
communication and methods that are used in activities and exhibitions alike. The Danish Hub
has held several small workshops and events and 3 large events as well as 3 training events.
The large events were placed in as different settings as a scientific conference (ESOF 2014 in
Copenhagen), the Danish Roskilde music festival 2015 and at Experimentarium. The trainings
were partly done by Experimentarium and partly in collaboration with the University of
Southern Denmark. Advocacy meetings have been held during the RRI Tools project with
representatives of many parts of society, including the Ministry of Science, several
universities, civil society organisations, hi-tech industries and general members of the public
who have been involved in discussing the importance of integrating responsibility into
research and innovation.
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5.2.6 Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania
The Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania Hub is led by the AHHAA Science Centre, Estonia. This Hub
carried out 1 training workshop / events overall, held in Tartu, Estonia. The Hub participated
in two advocacy events.
5.2.7 France
The French Hub is led by Science Animation. This Hub carried out 7 training workshops /
events overall, including one carried out by Euroscience. As a first step, to disseminate RRI
Tools and RRI concept, we invited local network experts for European programs like National
Contact Point and other stakeholders at three workshops (Toulouse – Montpellier - Paris).
We explored the RRI concept and how a science center can help implementing RRI. In a
second step, thanks to the training agenda, we organized three additional workshops being
more legitimate and able to argue about RRI (Grenoble - Toulouse (2)). We worked with
stakeholders on specific RRI questions and gave them some tools with the toolkit for their
projects. The discussions proved us the success of RRI at the core of R&I projects.

Figure 13. RRI Tools training workshop organized by the French Hub led by Science Animation, held in
Paris at the Cité des sciences et de l'industrie, July 2016
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5.2.8 Germany
The German Hub, led by Bonn Science Shop (WILA Bonn) carried out 5 training workshops,
including two for WILA Bonn staff. Its advocacy work involved various presentations and
shortened RRI workshop units at national and international conferences. Moreover WILA
Bonn links the experience of the RRI Tools project with the discussion and development of
strategies in various steering committees and advisory boards of European projects (within
the context of RRI), the Network of NCPs of Swafs in H2020 and the SIS RRI conference in
Rome. In Germany WILA Bonn is perceived as a contact for the RRI approach and has been
invited by universities and other institutions as well as the State of NRW to consultative
strategic meetings.
5.2.9 Greece and Cyprus
The Greece and Cyprus Hub is led by the Ellinogermaniki Agogi science centre, Greece. This
Hub carried out 4 training workshops / events overall. It also participated in the 2015
European Researchers’ night in Athens and Crete.

Figure 14. RRI Tools training workshop organized by the Ellinogermaniki Agogi science centre at the
“Open schools for open societies national conference” , Greece 4-6 November 2016

5.2.10 Hungary
The Hungarian Hub is led by the Mobilis Science Centre. This Hub carried out 2 training
workshops / events overall (one in Győr and one in Budapest), involving all stakeholder
groups, but especially researchers, civil organizations and university representatives. The
Hub held total number of 34 advocacy meetings, reaching stakeholders with the ability to
affect decision-making in different ways and formats. As well as a large number of bilateral
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meetings the Hub organized a roundtable discussion in July 2016, inviting leading
researchers and university lecturers (some of them also working for civil organizations), a
high-level meeting at Széchenyi István University (in Győr), and held a presentation at one of
the major events of the Knowledge Management Working Committee of the Economic
Committee of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences.

Roundtable discussion in Budapest, 13 July 2016

Training workshop in Budapest, 28 June 2016

Training workshop in Győr, 6 June 2016

Training workshop in Győr, 6 June 2016

Figure 15. Some training events organized by the Hungarian Hub led by the Mobilis Science Centre

5.2.11 Ireland
The Irish Hub is led by Science Gallery Dublin. This Hub carried out 2 training workshops /
events overall, as well hosting the workshop at the 2016 Living Knowledge conference, in
conjunction with EnRRICH.
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5.2.12 Italy and Switzerland
The Italy and Switzerland Hub is led by Fondazione Cariplo, Italy. This Hub carried out 5
training workshops / events overall. It participated in a number of events, and the launch of
its own calls on research and innovation.
5.2.13 Netherlands
The Netherlands Hub is led by the ATHENA Institute, Amsterdam. This Hub carried out 3
training workshops overall. This included a three-day interdisciplinary school for researchers
and practitioners in a number of fields, as well as a one-day workshop bringing researchers
and small businesses together. A key advocacy meeting was held at the 2016 National
Science Communication Symposium, SCICOMMNL.
5.2.14 Poland
The Polish Hub is led by the Foundation for Polish Science. This Hub carried out 4 training
workshops / events overall, including a highly successful workshop with the Programme
Managers’ Academy, an important “multiplier” group. Each workshop was aimed at a
carefully selected “target” group, such as representatives of the National Contact Points and
science educators. A key advocacy meeting was held with Justyna Woźniakowska, the former
Deputy Director of National Science Centre and the current Head of International
cooperation Department in National Science Centre, to encourage for cooperation within
Polish Hub and engagement in the RRI Tools project. To initiate cooperation within RRI
projects a meeting was held with the University of Social Sciences and Humanities, attended
by Professor Krzysztof Jóźwiak. More advocacy meetings are planned for the New Year.
5.2.15 Portugal
The Portuguese Hub is coordinated by Ciência Viva and carried out 4 workshops. These
explored the concept of RRI and the use of the RRI Toolkit by focusing on practical and
concrete goals, e.g., how to implement a national participatory budget for science and how
to engage the public in research in contexts of economic recession and vulnerability.
Advocacy work included several meetings with key representatives from the Portuguese
Ministry of Science, Technology and Higher Education (including the Minister and Secretary
of State for Science, Technology and Higher Education) focused on the role of Ciência Viva as
contact point for RRI (and RRI Tools). RRI and the Toolkit were presented in several meetings
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in Portugal, including three meetings of the National Network of Ciência Viva Centers and
the National Conference Science 2016 and conferences of ECSITE.
5.2.16 South Eastern Europe
The South Eastern Europe Hub is led by the Centre for the Promotion of Science, Serbia,
covering Albania, Croatia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Montenegro and Serbia. This Hub carried
out 11 training workshops overall that were attended by more than 200 participants,
including the Federal Minister of Education and Science of BiH herself in training in Mostar.
More than 10 advocacy meetings were held, some of them being with national
governmental bodies and agencies such as Republican Secretariat for Public Policy, Chamber
of Commerce, ministries of science and education but also different civil society
organisations, universities and research institutes.

Figure 16. RRI Tools Belgrade Conference - The Final event organized by the South Eastern Europe
Hub, led by the Centre for the Promotion of Science, 16 December 2016, Belgrade, Serbia
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5.2.17 Spain
The Spanish Hub is led by the IrsiCaixa Institute, in collaboration with “la Caixa” Foundation.
This Hub carried out 22 training workshops, 64 events/lectures at national level, and
participated in 18 events at international level, introducing RRI and RRITools to over 3200
representatives of different stakeholders. Attendees were mainly researchers, policy makers
and professionals related to the R&I system, higher education and secondary school
teachers, university staff, CSOs, science communicators and industry representatives. Its
advocacy work involved 67 one-on-one meetings, reaching more than 106 stakeholder
representatives, such as relevant civil servants and research council personnel, research
bodies, senior researchers, representatives of the national Higher Education system, learned
societies, etc. Many project managers, entrepreneurs and CSOs representatives have also
received specific mentoring by the Hub to embed RRI in their projects.

Figure 17. Some training events organized by the Spanish Hub,
led by the IrsiCaixa Institute, in collaboration with “la Caixa” Foundation

5.2.18 Sweden
The Swedish Hub is led by the Vetenskap & Allmänhet (VA) organisation. This Hub carried
out 7 training workshops / events overall. A workshop in Luleå, December 2016 brought
together representatives from all stakeholder groups in Luleå, northern Sweden. As well
industry representatives as civil society and researchers participated in the three-hour multistakeholder workshop, where the toolbox was discussed as well as how Sweden can
continue developing RRI in the future. Four of the Swedish research funding organisations in
Sweden: Formas, Vinnova, the Swedish energy agency and Forte, discussed in a meeting
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with VA how to develop RRI further in Sweden. The idea of co-creating a Swedish toolbox,
consisting of some tools from the RRI Toolbox, evolved. The suggestion was to collectively
discuss needs and choose tools, and then to translate and adapt them to a Swedish context.
After that, training of researchers, RFOs and grants office personnel must follow in order to
ensure that the tools get implemented.
5.2.19 United Kingdom
The British Hub is led by University College London (UCL). This Hub carried out 4 training
workshops / events overall, including at UCL itself and at the Engage 2016 conference in
Bristol (together with VA). Its advocacy work involved one-on-one meetings with relevant
civil servants and research council personnel, and presentations to a number of research
bodies and learned societies. In particular, it held 5 well-attended evening public meetings
on various aspects of RRI as part of its Hub third sphere work, and co-hosted (with the
Responsible Industry network) a meeting on RRI Post-Brexit in September 2016. Hub
members also played a leading role in many of the international workshops listed in the next
sub-section, and spoke at the 2016 German 2016 Wissenschaftkommunicationforum in
Bielefeld and the OECD “Smart Industries” meeting in Stockholm.
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5.3 International training workshops and advocacy events
The importance of training and advocacy with international organisations is two-fold: firstly
such organisations take RRI beyond national boundaries, and make use of pre-existing
networks; secondly, such organisations are often seen as repositories of knowledge in
themselves, and act as important “multipliers” in disseminating information and expertise.
Efforts for the international organisation training and advocacy events have been led by UCL
(as the lead partner for WP4) and the La Caixa Foundation as Project coordinators. But many
other Hub members and partner organisations have also been involved.
5.3.1 European Commission
The RRI Tools Project has been involved with several informal meetings at the European
Commission, particularly with members of the Science-with-and-for-Society (SwafS) team. In
addition, the Project has run two one-day training workshops – in June and October 2016 –
for Commission staff from DG Research and other DGs. In October, in particular, participants
were topic leaders developing their scoping papers with a view to including (aspects of) RRI
in the Horizon 2020 calls that would be forthcoming in the next few years of the programme.
5.3.2 SiS.net
SiS.net is a network of SwafS European National Contact points, responsible for advising and
informing would be proposers to Horizon 2020 of the opportunities and requirements of
various calls, as well as for explaining science and society aspects of calls that are not
specifically “badged” as such. Thus SiS.net is an important multiplier for RRI amongst
members of the European Research Area. RRI Tools carried out two workshops, at the 2015
and 2016 SiS.net annual meetings.
5.3.3 European Association of Research Managers and Administrators (EARMA)
EARMA members work in industry, academia and the public and private sectors, and with
the European Commission, international and national funding agencies. Thus, they are
important players in ensuring that research and innovation projects take account of RRI
principles and practices. RRI Tools carried out two short workshops at the 2015 and 2016
EARMA conferences.
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5.3.4 Public Communication of Science and Technology (PCST)
The PCST network is a global organisation of individuals involved in science communication
and public engagement practice and scholarship. Its members are employed by a wide range
of organisations from government agencies and research funders, in academia and industry,
in formal and informal science education, in civil society organisations, in popular and
professional science publications and other media, and as individual science communication
practitioners. RRI Tools carried out a half-day workshop at PCST 2016.
5.3.5 Living Knowledge network
The Living Knowledge network is composed of persons active in – or supportive of – Science
Shops and / or community based research. It facilitates cooperation with civil society
organisations to generate research ideas, questions and agendas. In doing so, it enables
interactions between communities and those involved in teaching, research and innovation.
RRI Tools carried out a workshop session at its 2016 annual meeting.
5.3.6 European Collective of Science Centres and Museums (ECSITE)
ECSITE brings together science centres and museums across Europe, to share experiences,
best practices, exhibits and exhibitions and much more. Its members are key players in
informal science education and public engagement, acting as a vital portal between
research, innovation and society. RRI Tools held a one-day workshop at ECSITE’s 2016
conference.
5.3.7 European Citizen Science Association (ECSA)
ECSA is a not-for-profit organisation that encourages the growth of the citizen science
movement in Europe. It draws on 200 individual and organizational members from over 28
countries across the European Union and beyond. RRI Tools held a one-day workshop at
ECSA’s 2016 conference.
5.3.8 European Science Open Forum (ESOF)
ESOF is the largest interdisciplinary science meeting in Europe. It is dedicated to scientific
research and innovation and offers a unique framework for interaction and debate for
scientists, innovators, policy makers, business people and the general public. For the 2016
biennial Forum, RRI Tools organised a workshop and took part in a major advocacy session.
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5.3.9 Big Picnic
Big Picnic: Big Questions is an EU-funded project designed to allow citizens in Europe and
Uganda to discuss and share ideas about food security with policy-makers, industry,
researchers and others. It is a project explicitly designed to fit in with and feed into the RRI
Tools project. RRI Tools held an afternoon workshop at Big Picnic’s 2016 meeting.
5.3.10 Online training for Schools
On 19 July 2016, the European Schoolnet, held the online webinar “Become an RRI pioneer
at your school”; participants were introduced to the principles of RRI and many other
aspects of innovative teaching methods that foster the implementation of formative
processes and the acquisition of cross-cutting skills. For more info see here

6 Task 4.5 Review and update training (quality control)
6.1 Standardisation of the modules
In order to leave a useable legacy from the Training and Advocacy Workpackage, one key
task has been to create downloadable training modules, together with some sample
presentations, so that future trainers can use them. This work has been carried out, and the
modules are all in a standard format so that future (and current) trainers have materials that
will at least act as a starting point for RRI. It is also possible that they can be used for remote
learning, and even as the basis for MOOCs.

All of the training modules were reviewed by members of the RRI Tools team and its
Advisory Board. They were all trialled as part of the T3.1 workshop. The showcases, in
particular, went through a number of iterations to ensure that they all covered the various
aspects of RRI in a similar fashion, and so that they could also act as exemplars / templates
for other trainers who wished to create their own showcase materials.

6.2 Lessons learned
All training workshops were accompanied by feedback questionnaires that participants were
urged to complete, so that training could be continuously improved. Those concerning the
Hub workshops were not collected centrally, as it was felt that such feedback was most
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useful for the Hubs. For the international organisations, feedback was processed and made
available to the trainers participating in those events (usually, from several Hubs). Such
feedback was generally positive, with average scores to questions in the region of 4 out of 5.

As an example, the evaluation report from workshop at the PCST conference in Istanbul,
given to a fairly challenging group well used to delivering training of their own, is appended
to this report. One comment was that we should clarify the various exercises that
accompanied the training modules. As this workshop occurred fairly early in the 2016
training calendar this feedback helped to ensure that exercises evolved to sharpen the focus
on bringing key elements of RRI to life. Other suggestions were also acted on. Moreover,
during the course of its training phase, the Project developed new ways of delivering its
material – elements of “drama” and games playing, for example.

One key conclusion is that during meetings and workshops it was generally necessary to
start at a fairly basic level, since RRI is still a rather unfamiliar concept. That meant that
althought the three initial modules – “Explaining the RRI concept”, “Why is RRI important?”
and “Using the Toolkit” – could be delivered in most workshops, there was often not enough
time, or the participants were at too early a stage, for them to be taken through any of the
Showcases. For advocacy, the Policy Brief was a useful starting point for conversations.

6.3 Conclusions
The training and advocacy programme was generally successful, with activities exceeding
what had been envisaged in the DoW. One outstanding issue is just how much time various
busy stakeholders are prepared to put into understanding and adopting RRI. Training events
lasted from several days – particularly the Train-the-Trainers workshops – to just two hours.
But the modular approach to RRI Tools training programme meant that project trainers were
able to adapt what they delivered to the time available to them.
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7 Appendix
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I.

Example Evaluation Report

RRI Tools workshop
PCST2016 Istanbul Turkey
The RRI Tools project held a half-day workshop on Monday, April 25, at the Barcelo
Topkapi Hotel, Istanbul, as part of the biennial Public Communication of Science and
Technology network conference. The workshop was attended by 25 participants.
Participants were asked to rate their agreement with the following statements, on a
scale of 1-5, where 1 is strongly disagree, 2 is disagree, 3 is neither disagree nor
agree, 4 is agree, and 5 is strongly agree:
Series 1. The workshop met my expectations
Series 2. The content presented was relevant and useful for me
Series 3. The format of the workshop was appropriate to the objectives and aims
Series 4. The workshop was well organized and planned
Of the 25 participants, 20 filled in the evaluation questionnaire, with 19 answering all
questions and 1 person not answering Series 2 and 1 person not answering Series 3.
The results may be presented graphically:
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Participants were then asked to rate their agreement with the following statements,
on a scale of 1-5, where 1 is strongly disagree, 2 is disagree, 3 is neither disagree
nor agree, 4 is agree, and 5 is strongly agree:
The workshop …
Series 1. … clarified the aims and goals of RRI
Series 2. … clarified different aspects of RRI
Series 3. … supported me on how to develop my own RRI strategies
Series 4. … gave practical advice on how to implement RRI in my day-to-day practice
Series 5. … inspired me to develop ideas on how to work with RRI
Series 6. … provided me with sufficient material and supporting documents
Of the 20 respondents all answered all of these questions The results may be
presented graphically:

Participants were then asked to give any further comments. The comments received
were:
1. Great workshop. Lots of insight and inspiration to participate in the RRI
process;
2. Would be nice to see an example of an RRI project explained during the
second part of the workshop. The example could also show how to use the
toolkit;
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3. The group activity was not very clear. For next time maybe show a specific
case or example to go over the dimensions, agendas … It would be useful to
have the examples ready for the group. This would save some time and
biased (?) comments;
4. Maybe give the opportunity to investigate the website before using it. Thanks
for the great workshop;
5. The training was very useful and balanced in its various aspects. I would
suggest giving more emphasis on practical applications (maybe giving
examples on how to implement RRI tools and success stories). I liked the “hat
game”!
6. The tool is complex and it will take a while to get fully fluent in the method;
7. Excellent training sessions;
8. Thank you;
9. I think there could have been better context setting in terms of showing
collaborative approaches to R+I rather than an example of science
communication w.r.t. malaria;
10. I still felt the concepts were a bit abstract: on the one hand, we spoke about
RRI in general, and though the website gave access to huge case studies,
there wasn’t much in between. It might be really useful to go through a
practical case study;
11. Was a bit too promotional towards pushing RRI Tools rather than a discussion
on RRI. I would have preferred learning more about RRI itself;
12. I think it’s a valuable research area, but I see it more as a starting point than
as a helpful toolkit. The database collection is good, but it does not seem to
help those who want to implement RRI in their research;
13. Both exercises (world café more) lacked clear structure, precise instruction
(and more enforcement on the side of facilitators), clear expectations of
outcome etc. … what were we supposed to get out of it? (+ it did not finish on
time).
Comment
This was a four-hour workshop that was able to cover “What is RRI and how to
explain it” along with a session that combined an introduction to the Toolkit together
with an “opportunities, obstacles and solutions” activity based around projects of the
participants own choosing. There was not felt to be time to go through any of the
“showcases”, unfortunately.
It was designed for a conference many of whose participants were involved in
science communication, hence the choice of first example. The trainers then tried to
allow for the fact that there was considerable diversity in terms of precise
employment and geo-political environment, by allowing participant groups to decide
on their projects. Overall the rating is quite positive, and the comments contain many
helpful suggestions for improvement.
Rosina Malagrida, Steve Miller: May 4, 2016
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II. Full list of events | 2015-2016
Name

Role

Type

Start date

Start
time

End date

End
time

City

Country

Organizer

Reinventing the Science and Society Alliance

participant

conference

07/01/2015

09/01/2015

Paris

France

Alliance Sciences
Société

Training meeting for teachers in Galícia

organizer

meeting

14/01/2015

14/01/2015

A Coruña

Spain

IrsiCaixa

RRI Tools members
involved

participant

conference

28/01/2015

28/01/2015

Brussels

Belgium

Hangout CSTI #5

participant

webinar

28/01/2015

28/01/2015

Online

Online

AMCSTI

Science Animation

Course XploreHealth on RRI

organizer

course

11/02/2015

18/02/2015

Barcelona

Spain

Course XploreHealth on RRI

organizer

course

24/02/2015

24/02/2015

Madrid

Spain

IrsiCaixa and “la Caixa”
Foundation
IrsiCaixa and “la Caixa”
Foundation

“la Caixa” Foundation
and IrsiCaixa
“la Caixa” Foundation
and IrsiCaixa

Course on educational resources on nanotech participant

Women in Science

participant

Seminar on Innovation with all staff of IrsiCaixa
organizer
and Fight Against AIDS Foundation
Master in translational medicine
participant

conference

25/02/2015

27/02/2015

Berlin

Germany

PACITA project

course

26/02/2015

26/02/2015

Barcelona

Spain

University of Barcelona

Talk about the RRI Tools project

IrsiCaixa

exhibition

01/03/2015

01/03/2015

Lisbon

Portugal

Ciência Viva

Ciência Viva

seminar

03/03/2015

03/03/2015

Barcelona

Spain

IrsiCaixa

IrsiCaixa

course

09/03/2015

12/03/2015

Barcelona

Spain

University of Barcelona

IrsiCaixa

Photo exhibition, showcasing the fast growing presence
of women in science and technology. Background for
http://www.pavconhecimento.pt/visiteflash talks and events of the gender RRI policy agenda.
nos/exposicoes/detalhe.asp?id_obj=32
The exhibition will be updated along 2015, and will result
65
on a final publication, where RRI focus on gender
equality will be illustrated.

Presentation of the RRI Tools project. Group led by
Vetenskap & Allmänhet Sweden’s national expert Birgitta Myrman (Swedish
Research Council)
Interactive exhibition, designed and produced in
partnership with PORDATA, one of the promising
practices of the Portuguese RRI hub, focused on
http://www.pavconhecimento.pt/visitestatistics and scientific citizenship. Ciência Viva will use
Ciência Viva
nos/exposicoes/detalhe.asp?id_obj=33
this exhibition as a gateway to RRI with the public at
28
large, and particularly with the thousands of school
pupils and their teachers visiting the Pavilion of
Knowledge during 2015

organizer

meeting

16/03/2015

16/03/2015

Stockholm

Sweden

Vetenskap & Allmänhet

PORDATA Viva

participant

exhibition

01/04/2015

01/04/2015

Lisbon

Portugal

Ciência Viva

participant

fair

08/04/2015

08/04/2015

Győr

Hungary

organizer

meeting

13/04/2015

13/04/2015

Stockholm

Sweden

Vetenskap & Allmänhet

Vetenskap & Allmänhet Meeting at which VA will talk about RRI

participant

workshop

15/04/2015

15/04/2015

Munich

Germany

Fraunhofer

Wissenschaftsladen
Bonn

4th Scientix Projects’ Networking events

participant

meeting

16/04/2015

16/04/2015

Barcelona

Spain

http://www.bulletin-amcsti.fr/hangoutcsti/

Aimed at taking stock of and supporting exchange on
TA capacities available in Europe are being organised
in the framework of the FP7 funded project "Parliaments
and Civil Society in Technology Assessment" (PACITA).
PACITA is a four-year project aimed at increasing the
capacity and enhancing the institutional basis for
knowledge-based policy-making on issues involving
science, technology and innovation, mainly based upon http://berlinconference.pacitaproject.eu
the diversity of practices in Parliamentary Technology
/
Assessment in Europe (PTA). Such practices involve a
range of methods of cross-disciplinary expert studies,
stakeholder involvement, citizen consultation and
parliamentary discourse. A major aim of PACITA is to
spread knowledge on technology assessment and
similar activities to areas of Europe currently unfamiliar
with them.

Meeting of the Swedish Science with and for
society reference group

West Transdanubian Regional Innovation &
Exhibition Fair
VA meeting with the Swedish Minister for
Research and Higher Education
Stakeholder workshop on Sustainability
Management at Fraunhofer

http://alliance-sciencessociete.fr/iriss/eng/

This conference will highlight work undertaken by EESC
http://www.eesc.europa.eu/?i=portal.en
and the CONSIDER consortium and stimulate debate
.events-and-activities-civil-societybetween representatives of the main stakeholder
research-innovation
groups involved in civil society in research.

Civil Society in Research and Innovation:
What's next?

participant

Link

IrsiCaixa

CONSIDER project and
the European Economic
and Social Committee

2nd European Technology Assessment
Conference

Activities
Symposium-Forum to show, discuss and work on ways
to change the interactions between society and
research institutions.

Mobilis Science Center

Scientix

Full list of events: page 1 of 30

“la Caixa” Foundation
and IrsiCaixa

After a brief introduction on the aim of the event by
Scientix and on the topic of Responsible Research and
Innovation by RRI Tools (Fundacio la Caixa),
representatives attending will be able to present their
http://www.scientix.eu/networkingprojects. In the afternoon, sessions on Responsible
event/4th-spne-before
Research and Innovation (RRI) and STE(A)M will be
organized in order to discuss issues, experiences and
suggestions. The results will be published as a Scientix
observatory paper co-authored by all participants.

Name

Role

Type

Start date

Start
time

End date

End
time

City

Country

Organizer

1st STEAM International Conference

participant

conference

17/04/2015

18/04/2015

Barcelona

Spain

Regidoria d'Educació i
Universitats de
l'Ajuntament de
Barcelona and "la
Caixa" Foundation

Evening lecture: RRI: new opportunities for
business and industry

organizer

conference

20/04/2015

20/04/2015

London

United
Kingdom

University College of
London

RRI Tools hubs meeting

organizer

meeting

23/04/2015

25/04/2015

Lisbon

Portugal

Ciência Viva

RESAGORA Stakeholder workshop

participant

workshop

07/05/2015

08/05/2015

Berlin

Germany

Res-Agora

Regional Event of EU day
Science Picnic of Polish Radio and the
Copernicus Science Centre
STS Conference 2015: Input on RRI Tools,
Quality Criteria, Self Assessment Tool

participant

meeting

08/05/2015

08/05/2015

Győr

Hungary

participant

public event

09/05/2015

09/05/2015

Warsaw

Poland

organizer

conference

12/05/2015

12/05/2015

Graz

Austria

Zentrum für Soziale
Innovation

Meeting with the members of the local
parliament of the green party

organizer

meeting

12/05/2015

12/05/2015

Bonn

Germany

Wila Bonn

Sofia Science Festival

participant

fair

15/05/2015

17/05/2015

Sofia

Bulgaria

26th EFC Annual Conference

organizer

conference

20/05/2015

22/05/2015

Milan

Italy

Responsible Research and Innovation in
industrial practice: the case of ICT for an
ageing society

participant

conference

20/05/2015

21/05/2015

European Foundation
Centre

RRI Tools members
involved

"la Caixa" Foundation

University College
London

all

Over the past year, the FP7 Responsible Industry
Project has undertaken an in-depth analysis and
consultation of stakeholders in Europe and worldwide.
This event aims to A) Present Responsible Industry B)
Illustrate the results of the project analysis and
stakeholder consultation C) Discuss stakeholders'
principles, values and perspectives for RRI D) Present
and discuss the draft Implementation Plan in ICT for an
ageing society E) Foster a dialogue on societal values
and challenges in ICT for an ageing society

Czech
Republic

Otevřená věda Academy of sciences
Czech Repulic

Techmania Science
Center

Carleton University

Wissenschaftsladen
Bonn

21/05/2015

23/05/2015

Prague

CUexpo 2015 – citizen soloutions for a better
world

participant

exhibition

26/05/2015

29/05/2015

Ottawa, ON Canada
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http://www.ucl.ac.uk/advances/advanc
es-events/2015/responsible-researchand-innovation-new-opportunities-forbusiness-and-industry-20-04-15

In April, the 19 RRI Tools Hubs met in Lisbon to debate
and present concrete examples of Responsible
Research and Innovation in action. This was a full day
of short and dynamic presentations on the state of RRI http://rri-tools.cienciaviva.pt/home/
across Europe. Open to the public, the event brought
together around 60 researchers, educators, science
communicators, and policy makers from 30 countries.

Explore the possibilities to establish a Knowledge
sharing platform “science communication” for research
organisations in Bonn. RRI on the agenda.
Stand, making short videos of visitors, researchers,
Ruse Chamber of
lecturers in order to make a summary of the opinion on
Commerce and Industry RRI at the moment. The evolution of opinions could be
measured at the next festival.
"la Caixa" Foundation,
Fondazione Cariplo and
King Baudouin
Foundation

Responsible Industry

fair

http://steambarcelona.org/

Wissenschaftsladen
Bonn

Germany

participant

Link

Wissenschaftsladen
Bonn and several other
members
Mobilis Science Center
Foundation for Polish
science
Zentrum für Soziale
Innovation

Karlsruhe

Science Trade fair

Activities
Professionals and institutions that work directly on the
ground, connected with the daily work of teachers and
that know first-hand the difficulties and successes of
implementing STEAM in their schools have been invited
so that they can share and exchange experiences,
methods, and strategies with other professionals and
institutions.
Panel discussion featuring Nicola Herbertson, CEO and
founder of the successful social firm HAO2, and
Alejandra Palermo, Open Innovation Manager at the
Royal Society of Chemistry. Discussion chaired by
Melanie Smallman. Event followed by a drinks
reception.

www.efc.be

http://www.responsibleindustry.eu/activities/stakeholder_work
shop_may_2015

It´s the biggest event in Czech Republic from scientific
environment. Techmania presented their expositions,
projects and other activities of informal education. We
http://www.veletrhvedy.cz/
presented there main ideas of RRI project, about
development RRI Tools, some examples of good
practice etc.
C2UExpo is a Canadian-led international conference
designed to showcase the best practices in communitycampus partnerships worldwide; create a space for
collaboration around key issues; and foster ideas,
connections, and frameworks with the purpose of
strengthening our communities. Held every two years,
the conference allows community members,
universities, colleges, government, and nonprofit
organizations to work together to create an innovative
learning environment where research, knowledge, and
relationships can be shared and cultivated over the 3day conference program. Activities and sessions are
diverse, ranging from workshops to art activities,
deliberative dialogue to mobile tours, and everything in
between.
There will be a poster and workshop on RRI Tools.

Name

Danish Hub meeting

Role

organizer

Type

meeting

Start date

27/05/2015

Start
time

End date

27/05/2015

End
time

City

Country

Organizer

Copenhage
Denmark
n

Experimentarium

EBN TechCamp

participant

meeting

28/05/2015

19/05/2015

Rome

Italy

European Business
Network, BIC Lazio and
BIC Italy

Academia and Society in collaboration

participant

conference

28/05/2015

29/05/2015

Kalmar

Sweden

Vetenskap & Allmänhet

Science & You - Create the future

participant

conference

01/06/2015

06/06/2015

Stakeholder workshop “What lessons can be
learnt from H2020 and RRI for the new
German Hi-Tech Research Strategy”

participant

workshop

01/06/2015

01/06/2015

Blue Week - Event / RRI stand

participant

NCPs Network Meeting and Training, Focus on
participant
RRI

meeting

meeting

04/06/2015

08/06/2015

06/06/2015

10/06/2015

Nancy

Lisbon

Tallinn

RRI Tools members
involved

European Business
Network

The EBN TechCamp is the main EBN technical event
where incubation and acceleration practitioners from
EU|BICs all over Europe and beyond come together for
mutual learning, experience exchange and
http://ebntechcamp.eu/
enhancement of technical know-how. This year's edition
will take place in Rome, Italy in partnership with BIC
Lazio and BIC Italia Net, during the 28-29th of May.

Vetenskap & Allmänhet Seminar on RRI, H2020 and EU structural funds

University of Lorraine

EuroScience

Germany

Forschungswende

Wissenschaftsladen
Bonn

Estonia

Ciência Viva

Ciência Viva

This international event on science communication aims
at bringing professionals together: researchers,
teachers, PhD students, heads of museums and
science centres, business leaders, journalists and
http://www.science-and-you.com/en
science communicators from all over the world, come
and share your vision on science communication,
debate and reflect on what will be the scientific and
technical culture of tomorrow!
EuroScience will have a stand on RRI Tools.

An international meeting on business and governance
for a sustainable use of the sea. Ciência Viva will host
http://www.cienciaviva.pt/oceano/notici
the Lisbon Transatlantic Ocean Literacy Workshop, and
as/blueweek.asp
will have a stand with materials about RRI and ocean
literacy at the main venue of the event.

SiSNet

SiS.net is the international network of National Contact
Points (NCPs) for Science with and for Society in
Horizon 2020, the EU's Programme for Research and
Innovation. The network unites more than 70
representatives from countries participating in Horizon
2020, in Europe and beyond. SiSNet proposes this
Network Meeting and Training under the theme: RRI
and RRI toolkit for NCPs (tbc) Draft outline of agenda:
8 June 19:30, Welcome dinner; 9 June 9:00-17:00,
Network meeting, focusing on RRI and RRI tools; 10
June 9:30-16:30 Training for NCPs on how to write a
successful proposal for Horizon 2020

The theme "Food for curious minds" offers room for
countless metaphoric interpretations but also invites to
tackle the concrete topic of food and energy, a burning
global challenge.
http://www.ecsite.eu/annualRRI Tools participation includes one session by Sheena conference
Laursen, an informal meeting held by Ecsite with some
project partners and a workshop held by ZSI: "How to
form opinions?": https://technikundwissen.zsi.at/?p=809

Ecsite annual conference

organizer

conference

11/06/2015

13/06/2015

Trento

Italy

Ecsite

Ecsite

Roundtable "Co-create science. From public
engagement to citizen science"

participant

meeting

16/06/2015

16/06/2015

Milan

Italy

Giannino Bassetti
Foundation and BNP
Paribas

Giannino Bassetti
Foundation (Italian Hub Roundtable on the future of science communication
member)

Spain

Catalan Association of
Public Universities
(ACUP), The Agency for
Management of
University and Research
“la Caixa” Foundation
Grants (AGAUR) and
and IrsiCaixa
the Catalan Association
of Science
Communication (ACCC),
IrsiCaixa and "la Caixa"
Foundation

RRI Tools Symposium Barcelona: open
access, gender equality and responsible
research, key aspects to H2020

organizer

conference

17/06/2015

17/06/2015

Barcelona

Link

Experimentarium

France

Portugal

Activities

The aim of the day was to learn about and participate in
co-design through hands-on activities. At the end of the https://www.experimentarium.dk/forside
day we invited participants to create four future
n/om-experimentarium/internationalescenarios for posters to be presented at the annual
projekter/rri/
Roskilde music festival.
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RRI Tools Day in Barcelona serves as a framework to
present the first results of the European project RRI
Tools, coordinated by Obra Social "la Caixa" in
collaboration with the Research Institute IrsiCaixa, and
to provide resources to help implement RRI in our
environment. It will feature experts from key areas
relevant to RRI such as open access, public
engagement, ethics and gender equality. Besides, it will
provide a space for attendees to share best practices
promoted by local practicioners, the embryo for creating
a community of practice in our country.

http://www.sisnetwork.eu/about/events/
nr/3200

http://www.waveinnovation.com/milano/programmation.
html

Name

Role

Type

Start date

Start
time

End date

End
time

City

Country

Workshop "Beyond science. Intervening on
human genome"

participant

workshop

23/06/2015

23/06/2015

Milan

Italy

Workshop "Science with and for Society"

participant

workshop

23/06/2015

23/06/2015

Podgorica

Montenegro

Ocean garbage islands: what to do?

organizer

conference

25/06/2015

25/06/2015

Lisbon

Portugal

AMCSTI conference

participant

conference

25/06/2015

25/06/2015

Chambéry

France

INTER science popularization competition

organizer

public event

27/06/2015

27/06/2015

Warsaw

Poland

Organizer

RRI Tools members
involved

Activities

Giannino Bassetti
Foundation, Leonardo
Giannino Bassetti
da Vinci National
Participatory activities and discussion games about
Foundation (Italian Hub
Museum of Science and
what it means to intervene on human genome
member)
Technology, and BNP
Paribas
First project presentation in Montenegro which is one of
Ministry of Science,
Center for the
five member-states of regional SEE RRI Tools hub;
Republic of Montenegro Promotion of Science
discussion about open calls and use of accessible RRI
practices
Public event, convened by a stakeholder of the
Portuguese hub, presenting the results of one of the 5
Ciência Viva
Ciência Viva
selected promising practices. Includes a talk and
interactive activities.
Participation to a round-table on the role of Science
AMCSTI
Science Animation
Center within the RRI framework, using RRITools
definitions
Foundation for Polish
Foundation for Polish
Science
Science

Link

http://www.waveinnovation.com/milano/programmation.
html

http://www.mna.gov.me/vijesti/150337/
Odrzana-radionica-Horizont-2020Nauka-sa-drustvom-i-za-drustvo.html
http://www.pavconhecimento.pt/visitenos/programacao/detalhe.asp?id_obj=
3199
http://www.congres-amcsti.fr/pleinieres2015/
http://www.fnp.org.pl/en/oferta/skillsscience-popularization-contest-inter/

participant

public event

27/06/2015

01/07/2015

Roskilde

Denmark

Roskilde festival

Experimentarium

The science centre Experimentarium invites you to
explore the future at Roskilde Festival. What will a
music festival look like 30 years from now?
At Roskilde 2045 you can give yourself super-senses,
taste the food of the future and stand face-to-face with
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Roski
mind-blowing visions of the future of Roskilde Festival.
lde-FestivalWe challenge you to think about how new technology,
2045/759128870871859?sk=timeline
social revolutions and global change will affect the world
in the decades to come. Are science and innovation
leading us all down the right path? What measures must
be taken in order to create a future that is more
sustainable, green and in favour of society?

organizer

seminar

30/06/2015

30/06/2015

Visby

Sweden

Vetenskap & Allmänhet

Vetenskap & Allmänhet

RRI, civil society, funding opportunities for CSOs from
H2020 and Sw Innovation Agency

organizer

course

01/07/2015

31/07/2015

Greece

Ellinogermaniki Agogi

Ellinogermaniki Agogi

organizer

meeting

01/07/2015

01/07/2015

Dublin

Ireland

Science Gallery Dublin

Science Gallery

participant

course

01/07/2015

01/07/2015

Turin

Italy

Agorà Scienza

IrsiCaixa

Sparks Project Kick-off meeting

participant

meeting

07/07/2015

08/07/2015

Brussels

Belgium

Ecsite

Ecsite, Science Shop
Bonn

Juliols UB

participant

course

15/07/2015

15/07/2015

Barcelona

IrsiCaixa

participant

conference

20/07/2015

22/07/2015

Cambridge

Spain
United
Kingdom

University of Barcelona

Kick-off meeting ENRRICH EU project

ENRRICH project

IrsiCaixa

Summer University - From idea to innovation

participant

workshop

24/08/2015

28/08/2015

Győr

Hungary

Szechenyi Istvan
University

Mobilis Science Center

Responsible innovation worrkshop for university
students and innovation idea owners was held by
MOBILIS as part of the summer university on the 26th
of Aug.

http://kreativegyetem.sze.hu/

Responsible Innovation: a European Agenda? participant

conference

24/08/2015

25/08/2015

The Hague

Netherlands

The Netherlands
Organisation for
Scientific Research
(NWO)

Athena Institute

Talks: "The state of the art in RRI: what we can learn
from promising RRI practices" and "Quality Criteria for
European RRI practices"

http://www.responsible-innovation.nl/

cafeteRRIa

organizer

public event

25/08/2015

25/08/2015

Bonn

Germany

Wila Bonn

Wissenschaftsladen
Bonn

Subject: "Responsible Research and Innovation in the
national funding policy"

http://www.eubuero.de/media/content/
NKS_WiG/Einladung_cafeteRRIa_25_
_August_2015.pdf

Pannon Novum Professional Day

organizer

meeting

01/09/2015

01/09/2015

Sárvár

Hungary

Pannon Novum

Pannon Novum
(Hungarian Hub
member)

Presentation on the RRI Tools project, and project
leaflets were distributed to participants

InnoLignum

Different stakeholder groups - innovators, researchers,
education and business sphere, citizens) from the wood
industry will be there. We will disseminate the project
brochures at different exhibition stands, display the
Mobilis Science Center
http://www.innolignumsopron.hu/
project roll-up and in close co-operation with the local
government of the city Sopron and University of WestHungary and talking about the RRI topic with the
general public in smaller groups, face to face.

Roskilde festival

Seminar on how to involve the civil society in
research and innovation, the Almedalen week
for policy
4 Summer schools for secondary teachers
from Europe
Lunchtime event for RRI stakeholders about
the new strategy for scientific research in
Ireland
Il ricercatore visible. 9th national Summer
school on science communication and society
Agorà Scienza

InnoLignum Forestry and Wood Industry
Exhibition and Fair

participant

fair

03/09/2015

05/09/2015

Sopron

Hungary

Full list of events: page 4 of 30

http://people.unica.it/liaisonoffice/2015/
06/04/il-ricercatore-visibile-nuovi-modidi-fare-e-comunicare-la-ricerca/
Marzia Mazzonetto and Norbert Steinhaus presented
different aspects of the RRI and of the RRI Tools
project.

Name

Day of science and technologies

Role

participant

Type

public event

Start date

08/09/2015

Start
time

End date

12/09/2015

End
time

City

Pilsen

Country
Czech
Republic

Science fair

participant

fair

09/09/2015

09/09/2015

Prague

Czech
Republic

Campus Gutenberg

participant

course

14/09/2015

15/09/2015

Barcelona

Spain

Organizer
University of West
Bohemia in Pilsen
Věda nás baví o.p.s.;
Institute of Organic
Chemistry and
Biochemistry AS CR,
v.v.i.; University of
chemistry and
technology Prague and
Czech Technical
University in Prague
Universitat Pompeu
Fabra and "la Caixa"
Foundation

RRI Tools members
involved

Techmania Science
Center

3rd year of interactive meeting for students and citizens,
science centers and for research facilities. Main task
was popularization science and research. On this event http://www.vedeckyjarmark.cz/
were participated 15 000 stakeholders.The aim was to
involve the public into the scientific world.

IrsiCaixa

Talk on RRI Tools and RRI in Spain

participant

conference

17/09/2015

17/09/2015

Zalaegersze
Hungary
g

Zala County Foundation Pannon Novum, 3rd
for Enterprise Promotion Party of MOBILIS

Warsaw Science Festival

participant

public event

19/09/2015

27/09/2015

Warsaw

Festiwal Nauki

EUROMAT 2015

participant

Panel disscussion: Responsible Research and
organizer
Innovation, Researchers' Night pre-event

conference
public event

20/09/2015
22/09/2015

24/09/2015
22/09/2015

Warsaw

Poland

Link

Techmania Science
Center

X. INNOTECH Innovation Conference

Poland

Activities
Presentation of science and technology on city streets
(in Pilsen). Scientific discussion, experimentation,
observation. We had there information leaflets for
visitors our stand.

http://dnyvedy.zcu.cz/2015/#home

http://gutenberg.bsm.upf.edu/edicionesanteriores/edicion-2015/

Giving a presentation about the RRI project and
dissemination of the project brochure mostly for
researchers, innovators, education and business
sphere. Pannon Novum (member of the Hungarian
Hub) held a presentation on innovation tenders and
best practices, as part of the presentation drawing
attention to RRI Tools.

Foundation for Polish
science
Federation of European Foundation for Polish
Material Societies
science

Adam Zielinski: Responsible Research and Innovation,
a new paradigm in Horizon 2020

http://euromat2015.fems.org/

Open debate with stakeholders about RRI aspects of
research in Serbia and the region

http://elementarium.cpn.rs/naucnikrug/istra%C5%BEivanje-iodgovornost/

Wide variety of fun-learning activities, from behind-thescenes guided tours of research labs that are normally
closed to the public, through interactive science shows, http://www.noc-vedcu.cz/?p=4508
to hands-on experiments or workshops and lectures.
We will have there leaflets, poster A3 and rollup

Novi Sad

Serbia

Center for the Promotion Center for the
of Science
Promotion of Science

Techmania Science
Center o.p.s.

European Researchers' Night

organizer

public event

25/09/2015

25/09/2015

Pilsen

Czech
Republic

European Researchers' Night

organizer

public event

25/09/2015

25/09/2015

Novi Sad

Serbia

Center for the Promotion
of Science, as part of
Center for the
the Researchers' Night Promotion of Science
consortium

RRI Tools project will be presented to wider public of
Researchers' Night within stand dedicated to EU
projects

http://nocistrazivaca.rs/Gradovi/NoviSad

St. Pölten University of
Applied Sciences and
the Federal Ministry of
Science, Research and
Economy

All innovations are socially relevant: 25 years of
Zentrum für Soziale Innovation (ZSI): a stand that
particularly includes RRI Tools

http://www.fit-for-future.at/zsi-zentrumfuer-soziale-innovation

European Researchers' Night - F.I.T. for
Future
European researchers’ night at National
Hellenic Research Foundation, Athens and
FORTH, Crete
European Researchers' Night - Milano food
policy: Nutrire la citta'

participant

public event

25/09/2015

25/09/2015

Vienna

Austria

participant

public event

25/09/2015

25/09/2015

Athens and
Crete

Greece

Techmania Science
Center

http://festiwalnauki.edu.pl/

Zentrum für Soziale
Innovation

Ellinogermaniki Agogi

http://www.rengreece.gr/

Museo Nazionale della
Scienza e Della tecnica

Carlo Mango participates in an open debate over
Fondazione Cariplo
science on RRI and food related issues.
Beside setting up a pop-up wall and the distribution of
leaflets on the project, the managing director of
Mobilis Science Center Mobilis Science Center
MOBILIS led a chat on responsible research and
innovation.
Per novè any consecutiu arriba la Jornada
Instituto de Nanociencia
d’Aplicacions Industrials de la Nanotecnologia (AIN),
de Aragón (INA) and
una trobada on es donaran a conèixer les noves
l’Institut Català de
IrsiCaixa
aplicacions d’aquesta ciència en el teixit industrial i que
Nanociència i
té l’objectiu de crear col·laboracions entre empreses de
Nanotecnologia (ICN2)
diferents sectors i centres tecnològics.

participant

public event

25/09/2015

25/09/2015

Milan

Italy

European Researchers' Night

organizer

public event

26/09/2015

26/09/2015

Győr

Hungary

Jornada d’aplicacions industrials de la
Nanotecnologia

participant

conference

29/09/2015

29/09/2015

Barcelona

Spain

CafeteRRIa: What can science learn from
citizens?

organizer

public event

07/10/2015

07/10/2015

Bonn

Germany

Wila Bonnn

Meet2Match Conference

organizer

workshop

07/10/2015

08/10/2015

Győr

Hungary

Chamber of Commerce
and Industry of county
Győr-Moson-Sopron,
MOBILIS Public Nonprofit Ltd.

VA’s annual conference

organizer

conference

12/10/2015

12/10/2015

Stockholm

Sweden

Vetenskap & Allmänhet
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Wissenschaftsladen
Bonn

Subject: "RRI and Citizen Science"

http://www.mobilis-gyor.hu/kutatokejszakaja-2015
http://www.uab.cat/web/noticies/detallde-noticia/jornada-d-8217-aplicacionsindustrials-de-la-nanotecnologia1345468590026.html?noticiaid=13456
89503893
http://www.wilabonn.de/de/buergerges
ellschaft-und-nachhaltigkeit/eu-projektrri-tools/2-uncategorised/534veranstaltung-cafeterria.html

Discussions with active SMEs, researchers on
responsible research and innovation. MOBILIS held two
presentations in two sections (Energy and Environment)
https://www.b2match.eu/Meet2Match2
Mobilis Science Center of the conference organized by the Chamber of
015
Commerce and Industry for Győr-Moson-Sopron
County. Leaflets were distributed to partipants (mainly
stakeholders from the industry).
http://v-a.se/events/fran-samverkan-tillVetenskap & Allmänhet topic: citizen science
medverkan/

Name

Role

Type

Start date

Start
time

End date

End
time

City

Country

Organizer

Expo Inventika

participant

exhibition

14/10/2015

17/10/2015

Bucharest

Romania

RomExpo

8th Science Projects Workshop in the Future
Classroom Lab (SPW@FCL)

participant

workshop

17/10/2015

17/10/2015

Brussels

Belgium

Scientix

ICT 2015 Innovate, Connect, Transform

participant

conference

20/10/2015

22/10/2015

Lisbon

Portugal

European Commission,
Fundaçao para a
Ciência e a Tecnologia
Portugal

RRI Tools members
involved

Innovation Conference

participant

conference

21/10/2015

21/10/2015

Nagykanizsa Hungary

Socio-scientific controversy and Responsible
Research and Innovation conference, session
1

participant

conference

21/10/2015

21/10/2015

Barcelona

Spain

CESIRE

IrsiCaixa

15th European AIDS Conference

participant

conference

21/10/2015

21/10/2015

Barcelona

Spain

European AIDS Clinical
Society (EACS)

IrsiCaixa

Stakeholders meeting

organizer

meeting

25/10/2015

25/10/2015

Paris

France

Science Animation

Science Animation

Lecture at the Master de comunicació
especialitzada, UB (specialized
communication)

organizer

lecture

26/10/2015

26/10/2015

Barcelona

Spain

IrsiCaixa

IrsiCaixa

organizer

conference

28/10/2015

30/10/2015

Brussels

Belgium

EBN

Automative Hungary

participant

exhibition

28/10/2015

30/10/2015

Budapest

Hungary

Hungexpo

Trust Conference

participant

conference

29/10/2015

30/10/2015

Brussels

Belgium

Net4Society

Different stakeholders from the field of innovation
(university, industry, civil society) are invited to
participate in the event. Pannon Novum (member of the
Hungarian Hub) will give a presentation on innovation
tenders and best practices and, as part of the
presentation, draw attention to RRI Tools.
The aim of the conferences is to provide secondary
school teachers practical tools and approaches to help
students position themselves as citizens on issues or
dilemmas coming from scientific models (GM,
nanotechnology, sustainability ...) so that they learn that
science is connected to the world around them.
Conferences in Catalan. Presentation of the European
projects RRI Tools and Xplore Health by Rosina
Malagrida, national project coordinator of the RRI Tools
Hub and Xplore Health: "How to link research and
education through Responsible Research and
Innovation?"
The scientific programme is composed of state-of-theart plenary lectures and abstract-driven sessions
presenting the latest research in the field of HIV
medicine, and stimulates discussions as well as
educational exchanges.
Selection of 10 to 20 involved stakeholder to start a
structuration of RRI community in France and prepare a
wider workshop in december

http://www.zmva.hu/tema/EEN/EENFo
oldal

https://cienciaicontroversia.wordpress.
com/

http://www.eacs-conference2015.com/

Societal Frontiers session on October 30 moderatd by
EBN,built on RRI Tools and TRANSITION projects.
Briefing to speakers with clear reference to RRI
EBN
Toolkit (Peter Droell DG Research, Xavier Le Mounier www.ebncongress.eu
DG Grow, Luisa Ferreira EIB Institute, Madi Sharma
EESC, Michael Meissner Amway). Distribution of RRI
Tools leflet at EBN projects stand.
Different stakeholder groups - innovators, researchers,
education and business sphere, citizens) from the
automotive industry will be there. We will disseminate
Mobilis Science Center the project brochures at different exhibition stands,
http://automotivexpo.hu/en
display the project roll-up and and talking about the RRI
topic with the general public in smaller groups, face to
face.
Presentation on social innovation. Clear refernce was
EBN
http://www.trust-conference.eu/
made to RRI tools project and the upcoming toolkit

Teachers and the Blue Society

organizer

conference

30/10/2015

31/10/2015

Lisbon

Portugal

Ciência Viva

Ciência Viva

University-Community Engagement
Conference 2015

participant

conference

01/11/2015

03/11/2015

Gold Coast

Australia

Australian College of
Applied Psychology

Wissenschaftsladen
Bonn
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Link

http://ec.europa.eu/digitalagenda/en/ict2015-innovate-connecttransform-lisbon-20-22-october-2015

Zala County Foundation
Pannon Novum
for Enterprise Promotion
(Hungarian Hub
- Enterprise Europe
member)
Network

EBN Annual Congress 2015

Activities

RomExpo is a big conference and exhibition area
known for its various thematic seminars, conferences
and exhibitons held throughout the year. From 14 till 17
October Invention and Innovation show is taking place
gathering many inventors, investors and research
Ruse Chamber of
organizations in order to offer them a place for
Commerce and Industry
http://www.expoinventika.ro/home
communication, networking and partnership building.
and IMT Bucharest
We plan participation on a shared stand with
promotional materials for RRI Tools, if possible we
would make short version of a science cafe with
participants in order to present the toolkit briefly (the
idea) and the RRI award.
The programme included: Presentations and workshops
IrsiCaixa
http://www.scientix.eu/spw8-at-fcl-after
from guest projects and Workshops in the Future
Classroom Lab.

Major teacher conference on Bioeconomy and the Sea,
a leading theme on the Global Grand Challenges,
addressed by RRI. We will present the RRI paradigm as
http://www.cienciaviva.pt/oceano/notici
well as the RRI Tools project to the school community.
as/aescolanasociedadeazul.asp
The opportunity will be explored with communications
and workshops on the theme, focusing on formalinformal collaborations in science education.
http://ucec2015.com/

Name

Role

Type

Start date

Start
time

End date

End
time

City

Country

Organizer

RRI Tools members
involved

Activities

Link

Conference Horizonte2020: Oportunidades de
Financiación en investigación e innovación en participant
el ámbito de salud para el periodo 2016-2017

conference

03/11/2015

03/11/2015

Madrid

Spain

Jornadas RRI Palau Macaya

organizer

conference

04/11/2015

04/11/2015

Barcelona

Spain

9th Scientix Projects’ Networking Event

organizer

seminar

06/11/2015

06/11/2015

Brussels

Belgium

9th Science Projects Workshop in the Future
Classroom Lab

organizer

workshop

06/11/2015

08/11/2015

Brussels

Belgium

European Schoolnet /
Scientix

European Schoolnet

Excellence for everybody!? Citizen Science,
Universities and Science Shops – looking
ahead!

participant

conference

06/11/2015

07/11/2015

Oldenburg

Germany

University of Vechta

Wissenschaftsladen
Bonn

Norbert Steinhaus will give a talk about RRI

http://www.wissnet.de/konferenz/

RRI - New Frontiers

organizer

seminar

09/11/2015

09/11/2015

London

United
Kingdom

UCL

University College
London

A panel discussion that will highlight emerging work in
RRI from across the UK.

https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/responsi
ble-research-and-innovation-newfrontiers-tickets-18818591915

Engaging Society in Responsible Research
and Innovation: What's Next?

participant

conference

09/11/2015

10/11/2015

Brussels

Belgium

Engage2020

“la Caixa” Foundation
Wila Bonnn
Athena Institute
IrsiCaixa

Ignasi López Verdeguer, Norbert Steinhaus and Frank
Kupper will give talks

Oficina de Proyectos
Europeos
"la Caixa" Foundation
European Schoolnet /
Scientix

http://eu-isciii.es/conferencia-horizonte2020-nov/

IrsiCaixa
IrsiCaixa
European Schoolnet

Presentation of RRI Tools project

http://www.scientix.eu/web/guest/netwo
rking-event/9th-spne-before

Presentation of RRI Tools project

Teachers Night

organizer

public event

13/11/2015

13/11/2015

Lisbon

Portugal

Ciência Viva

Ciência Viva, IBMC(?)

National Science and Technology Week

participant

public event

16/11/2015

20/11/2015

Lisbon

Portugal

Ciência Viva

Ciência Viva

organizer

public event

17/11/2015

17/11/2015

Bonn

Germany

Wila Bonnn

organizer

conference

17/11/2015

17/11/2015

Barcelona

Spain

IrsiCaixa

participant

workshop

18/11/2015

19/11/2015

Vienna

Austria

SI drive

CafeteRRIa: Innovation audits for small
businesses
Conference on RRI at IGTP Badalona
Social Innovation 2015: Pathways to Social
Change - Research, policies and practices in
European and global perspectives

Workshop on RRI Tools project and implementation of
RRI in school activities

Pavillion of Knowledge will be open from 18h to 23h to
receive hundreds of secondary teachers. Participants
will be invited to explore the science education activities
and materials that the center will offer during 2016. All
the science in/with society projects that Ciência Viva is
involved with will be presented as well.
During an entire week, hundreds of research
institutions, together with universities, schools and
science communication bodies, open their doors to the
public at large to showcase the processes and results
of their work. Ciência Viva will take the opportunity to
disseminate RRI policy agendas and support a
widespread awareness of the RRI Tools project and its
outcomes

http://www.pavconhecimento.pt/visitenos/programacao/detalhe.asp?id_obj=
3444

http://www.cienciaviva.pt/semanact/edi
cao2015

Wissenschaftsladen
Bonn
IrsiCaixa
Zentrum für Soziale
Innovation

Workshop on Responsible Research and Innovation quality criteria and evaluation standards

Before its third and last phase, the RRI Tools project
gathers nearly 60 external experts to incorporate their
opinions to the Toolkit, to be publicly released in
February 2016. In this meeting we will introduce the
all
Toolkit v1.0, summarize the main steps taken in its
development, and ask for feedback regarding its
different features to end up with a more robust and
useful Toolkit.
This fair connects scientific and research sector
business environment. It is an opportunity for all
stakeholders (researchers, bussiness and industry,
Techmania Science
citizens, civil society organisations, education
Center and ARTIS 3000 community) to present their projects, results of
research, development and innovation. Part of this fair
will be the international conference VaVaI, a platform
connecting research and application area.
King Baudouin
Multi stakeholder dialogue for priority setting in
Foundation and
biomedical research: learning from experiences
Jacqueline Broerse

http://www.si-drive.eu/?page_id=1135

http://blog.rri-tools.eu/-/19-20november-shaping-the-rri-toolkit-inbrussels

RRI Tools Shaping the RRI Toolkit - External
Experts Meeting

international
training workshop
training

19/11/2015 10:00 20/11/2015 13:00 Brussels

Belgium

RRI Tools

Fair of science research and innovation

participant

fair

19/11/2015

21/11/2015

Brno

Czech
Republic

Výstaviště Brno

Priority setting in biomedical research

organizer

workshop

27/11/2015

28/11/2015

Brussels

Belgium

King Baudouin
Foundation

IrsiCaixa

Uno de los objetivos de este encuentro es poder mirar
más allá de nuestro ámbito cercano, del lugar en el que http://www.comcired.es/_layouts/custo
desarrollamos nuestro trabajo diario, con el fin de
mpagesfecyt/customviewlist.aspx?List
ampliar nuestra perspectiva y conocer qué se está
Name=Proyectos&IdItem=25
haciendo fuera de nuestra ciudad, región o comunidad.

Wissenschaftsladen
Bonn

Talk about RRI

ComCiRed 2015

participant

conference

30/11/2015

30/11/2015

Málaga

Spain

FECYT and the
University of Málaga

Dies Academicus

participant

conference

02/12/2015

02/12/2015

Bonn

Germany

Bonn University
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http://www.vvvi.cz/index.html

http://www3.unibonn.de/studium/studiumuniversale/dies-academicus

Name

Role

Type

Start date

Start
time

End date

End
time

City

Country

Organizer

RRI Tools members
involved

Activities

Link

Lund Revisited 2015: Next steps in tackling
societal challenges

organizer

conference

04/12/2015

04/12/2015

Lund

Sweden

The Swedish Ministry of
Education and
Research, the Swedish
Ministry of Enterprise
and Innovation, the
Swedish Research
Council
VINNOVA (works with
(Vetenskapsrådet) and
VA)
the Swedish
Governmental Agency
for Innovation Systems
(VINNOVA) in cooperation with Lund
University and the City
of Lund.

Panel Disscussion: RRI for researchers

organizer

meeting

11/12/2015

11/12/2015

Niš

Serbia

Center for the Promotion
Center for the
of Science and the
Promotion of Science
University of Niš

Panel Discussion about Responsible Research and
Innovation at the Universuty of Niš, Serbia

Croatia

Agencije za mobilnost
Vlade Republike
Center for the
Hrvatske and the Center
Promotion of Science
for the Promotion of
Science

Panel Discussion about RRI at the science event
"Znanstveni piknik"

For researchers, understanding RRI means above all to
know how to include it in their research proposals, how
to deliver research that is aligned with societal needs
and expectations, and how to work with industry and
http://www.igc.gulbenkian.pt/pages/eve
commerce so that the values of RRI are implemented in
nto.php/A=35905___collection=events
the development of new products an services. This
seminar will prioritise the above learning outcomes by
addressing both the RRI conceptual framework and its
key promising cases and practices.

Panel Disscussion: RRI for researchers and
industry

participant

meeting

12/12/2015

12/12/2015

Zagreb

Responsible Research and Innovation (RRI) in
participant
practice: agendas, processes and outcomes

conference

14/12/2015

14/12/2015

Oeiras

Portugal

Instituto Glulbenkian de
Ciência

Inmédiats workshops #4 - RRI Workshop

organizer

workshop

15/12/2015

15/12/2015

Caen

France

Science Animation MidiScience Animation
Pyrénées

Presentation of Swedish survey on attitudes
towards science

organizer

conference

16/12/2015

16/12/2015

Stockholm

Sweden

Vetenskap & Allmänhet

Presentation of RRI Tools at the University of
Kosovska Mtrovica

participant

lecture

21/12/2015

21/12/2015

Kosovska
Mitrovica

Kosovo

conference

14/01/2016

15/01/2016

Brussels

Belgium

Go4 joint final conference: “Responsible
Research and Innovation in Europe and across participant
the World: Shaping new Horizons”

Senate Committee meeting

organizer

Science With and For Society and Horizon
2020 information meeting

participant

RRI: from theory to practice

Launch of Fondazione Cariplo calls

meeting

meeting

19/01/2016

19/01/2016

Pilsen

Czech
Republic

Techmania Science
Center

20/01/2016

Stockholm

Sweden

Vinnova

hub training training workshop

27/01/2016

27/01/2016

Brussels

Belgium

King Baudouin
Foundation

participant

04/02/2016

04/02/2016

Milan

Italy

Fondazione Cariplo
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Techmania Science
Center

http://www.vr.se/nyheterpress/kalendar
ium/konferenserochseminarier/konfere
nserochseminarier/lundrevisited2015.5
.2d526f7c1504509e57b58d0c.html

http://znanstvenipiknik.weebly.com/

Dissemination of available deliverables, discussion, and http://inmediats.fr/atelier/ateliersinvolvement of a wide range of stakeholders
dinmediats-2015-a-caen/
http://v-a.se/events/frukostseminariumom-arets-va-barometer/

Vetenskap & Allmänhet

University of Kosovska
Mitrovica and the Center Center for the
Promotion of Science
for the Promotion of
Science
"la Caixa" Foundation,
King Baudouin
Res-AGorA, GREAT,
Foundation, WilaBonn,
Responsibility,
EuroScience, Ecsite,
ProGReSS
ZSI, Athena Institute,
IrsiCaixa and EFC

20/01/2016

conference

Ciência Viva

Lund Revisited - Next steps in tackling societal
challenges" focus on the way forward, using the 2009
Lund Declaration as a starting point. The new
declaration – the 2015 Lund declaration – is to be
presented and discussed. It points out possible next
steps for European research and innovation aimed at
finding powerful solutions to societal challenges today
and in the future.

Lecture and discussion about basic concepts of the RRI
Tools projecst, with a special accent to the launch of the
Toolkit.

http://www.eesc.europa.eu/?i=portal.en
.events-and-activities-responsibleresearch-innovation

Techmania organized Senate Committee meeting in
Techmania Science center. Main actors were
policymakers and during this meeting we mentioned RRI
project and RRI Tools. We also disseminate leaflets and
poster to them. Also we will add some photos to Flicker.
This meeting was targeted to Education, Science,
Culture, Human Rights and Petitions of the Senate.

Information on upcoming calls and participation
opportunities for SWAFS and RRI in 2016. Project
participants and evaluators will be present. The RRI
Vetenskap & Allmänhet Tools Project will be presented by Karin Larsdotter from http://v-a.se/events/horison2020/
Vetenskap & Allmänhet.
The meeting will be held in Swedish and webcasted on
www.vinnova.se.
Session on RRI and RRI practice in Belgium. After a
keynote by Jeroen van den Hoven, the Secretary
King Baudouin
General of the Walloon science council and a
Foundation and Jeroen
representative of the Flemish Institute for Biotechnology
van den Hoven
will react and give their view on the present and future
of RRI in Belgium.
Fondazione Cariplo

Conference to launch the annual calls on research and
innovation

http://www.fondazionecariplo.it/it/news/i
stituzionali/bandi-2016-si-parte.html

Name

RRI Tools in the Ethics, Science and Society
series of the Graduate Program in Areas of
Basic and Applied Biology
Lecture at the Official Master's Degree in
Teaching in Secondary Schools
Lecture at Master’s Degree in Bioethics and
Law UB

Role

Type

Start date

Start
time

End date

End
time

City

Country

organizer

lecture

09/02/2016

09/02/2016

Porto

Portugal

organizer

lecture

15/02/2016

15/02/2016

Barcelona

Spain

organizer

lecture

15/02/2016

15/02/2016

Barcelona

Spain

Organizer

i3S - IBMC

University Pompeu
Fabra and IrsiCaixa
University of Barcelona
and IrsiCaixa

RRI Tools members
involved

Ciência Viva + IBMC
(Portuguese hub)

Activities

IrsiCaixa
IrsiCaixa

Seminar in the Swedish parliament on how to
meet societal challenges with research and
innovation, RRI

organizer

seminar

24/02/2016 13:00 24/02/2016 14:30 Stockholm

Sweden

Presentation of RRI and the RRI Toolkit (Karin
Larsdotter), Challenge-driven innovation (Charlotte
Brogren, Director General Vinnova and Daniel
Rencrantz, Programme Manager CDI Vinnova),
Vetenskap & Allmänhet
Research collaboration for better policy making (David
and Rifo (association for Vetenskap & Allmänhet
Simon, Director Mistra Urban Futures), RRI for policy,
MPs and researchers)
experiences from the computer games industry (Milda
Rönn, Director, Praxikon), panel discussion with four
Swedish MPs and the presenters. Moderated by Cissi
Askwall, Secretary General at VA

Is better dialog between science and society
possible?

participant

meeting

24/02/2016

24/02/2016

Rijeka

Croatia

Zaklada Svjeučilišta u
Rijeci

Center for the
Promotion of Science

EIT Health

participant

conference

24/02/2016

26/02/2016

Amsterdam

Netherlands

EIT Health

IrsiCaixa

10th Scientix Projects’ Networking Event

participant

Panel discussion "Responsible Science: From
Concept to the Toolkit" at the British Council
participant
Serbia conference "New Technologies in
Education"

Lecture on a seminar for science teachers
(Permanent Seminar of Natural Science)

participant

meeting

26/02/2016

26/02/2016

Brussels

Belgium

Scientix 2 - European
Schoolnet

European Schoolnet

conference

26/02/2016

27/02/2016

Belgrade

Serbia

British Council Serbia

Center for the
Promotion of Science

Spain

Associació de
Professors Llicenciats
en Biologia, Geologia i
Ciències
Mediambientals.

IrsiCaixa

lecture

26/02/2016

26/02/2016

Barcelona

Open Belgium

participant

conference

29/02/2016

29/02/2016

Antwerp

Belgium

Open Knowledge
Belgium

King Baudouin
Foundation

Fundraising talk introducing RRI

organizer

seminar

01/03/2016

01/03/2016

Madrid

Spain

IrsiCaixa

IrsiCaixa

Experimentarium

Experimentarium

IrsiCaixa

IrsiCaixa

RRI Tools Training

hub training training workshop

02/03/2016

02/03/2016

Copenhage
Denmark
n

Lecture at the Master of translation Medicine

organizer

07/03/2016

08/03/2016

Barcelona

lecture

Spain
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Link

A lecture and workshop built around RRI Tools and one
of the Portuguese promising practices/learning cases.
The event will have two parts: 1) A conceptual
http://gabba.up.pt/events/index.php?id
framework and an action programme: the RRI Tools
Event=157
Project; 2) Stakeholders Engagement in Research: a
practical exercise

http://rifo.se.space2u.com/?page_id=1
479

Presentation of the project at the University of Rijeka,
http://www.zaklada.uniri.hr/zaklada/201
Croatia. It is a public event, aimed particularly at
6/02/rri_tools_predstavljanje/
researchers and students from the University of Rijeka.
The one day event is open to representatives from
European and national science education projects and
other educational organizations.
The aim of the event is to discuss the topic "Introduction
of new STEM topics in the curriculum (e.g.
Environmental studies, active citizenship, space
education, robotics etc.)" and how to include it in
general STEM classes when the curriculum cannot be
changed.
RRI Tools project will be presented during the event.
The New Technologies in Education conference and fair
aim to raise awareness of the significance of using new
technologies in education, in BelExpo centre. The RRI
Tools debate is aimed at educators who are also
interested in RRI concept.

http://www.scientix.eu/web/guest/netwo
rking-event/10th-spne-before

http://www.britishcouncil.rs/en/newtechnologies

http://www.spcn.cat/

The Open Belgium conference is a community driven
conference about Open Knowledge and Open Data.
Bénédicte Gombault from the King Baudouin
Foundation will present the RRI Tools project.
Commissioner Research, Science and Innovation
Carlos Moedas defines “Open Innovation, Open
Science, Open to the World” as three strategic priorities
of the European Research Area (ERA). Openness is
key to excellence and relates to research integrity and http://2016.openbelgium.be/about
confidence in research. In an open world science is no
longer performed in an ivory tower, science is working
with and for society. But what does this mean in daily
practice? How do you perform research in an open
way? Which tools, infrastructures and practices come in
handy? The speakers in this session want to give you
tips, share tricks, promote tools and things to keep in
mind.
Presentation and workshop discussions on RRI - both
from Experimentarium and Hub members from the
Southern University of Denmark and industrial partners
from Innovation Kolding

Name

Role

Type

Nano playing workshop and RRI Tools event

organizer

workshop

Training Workshop focused on public
engagement

hub training training workshop

La Recerca i la Innovació Responsables (RRI):
fer ciència i innovació amb la societat i per a la hub training training workshop
societat

Start date

Start
time

End date

End
time

City

Country

Organizer

RRI Tools members
involved

Activities

12/03/2016

13/03/2016

Pilsen

Czech
Republic

Techmania Science
Center

15/03/2016

15/03/2016

Vienna

Austria

Zentrum für Soziale
Innovation

Zentrum für Soziale
Innovation

15/03/2016 10:00 15/03/2016 12:00 Barcelona

Spain

Vall d'Hebron Institut de
IrsiCaixa
Recerca

This one day workshop focuses mainly on public
engagement but also covered a training on RRI in
general. All stakeholder groups have been adrdressed.
Participants got deeper insight into the concept of RRI
and the RRI Toolkit.
La Recerca i la Innovació responsables (en anglès
Responsible Research and Innovation – RRI)
consisteixen en fer ciència i innovació amb la societat i
per a la societat i aconseguir que la ciutadania participi
a tots els nivells del procés de recerca,
desenvolupament i innovació, per tal d'alinear els seus
resultats amb els valors de la societat.

The 1st HEIRRI Conference, Teaching Responsible
Research and Innovation at University, will bring
together around 100 professionals from European
organisations working in Research and Innovation,
including higher education institutions, research
centres, institutions of formal and informal learning,
"la Caixa" Foundation
public institutions, industry, and civil society
and Ecsite are part of
organisations. A combination of keynote talks,
the HEIRRI consortium
participatory working sessions, and a poster session will
allow participants to share good practices in how higher
education institutions can engage the different actors in
RRI. Networking will be prioritised to allow participants
to make connections with professionals from across
Europe.
The 1st HEIRRI Conference, Teaching Responsible
Research and Innovation at University, will bring
together around 100 professionals from European
organisations working in Research and Innovation,
including higher education institutions, research
centres, institutions of formal and informal learning,
Ecsite, LCF, IrsiCaixa, public institutions, industry, and civil society
Athena
organisations. A combination of keynote talks,
participatory working sessions, and a poster session will
allow participants to share good practices in how higher
education institutions can engage the different actors in
RRI. Networking will be prioritised to allow participants
to make connections with professionals from across
Europe.
The meeting provides a forum to discuss and exchange
information and experiences on the concept of RRI.
How could we implement the concept of RRI? How
Science Animation
could we collaborate in the dissemination of the concept
and invite the French stakeholders to join the
community?
IrsiCaixa

1st HEIRRI Conference: Teaching Responsible
participant
Research and Innovation at University

conference

18/03/2016

18/03/2016

Barcelona

Spain

HEIRRI

HEIRRI Conference: ‘Teaching Responsible
Research and Innovation at University’

participant

conference

18/03/2016

18/03/2016

Barcelona

Spain

HEIRRI

Meeting with the National Contact Points
(NCPs) of the new region Languedoc
Roussillon Midi-Pyrénées

hub training training workshop

29/03/2016

29/03/2016

Toulouse

France

Science Animation

Second sphere meeting

organizer

31/03/2016

31/03/2016

Barcelona

Spain

IrsiCaixa

Spain

The Institute of
Occupational Safety and
Health (ISSL) of the
IrsiCaixa
Generalitat de Catalunya
and the University of
Barcelona (UB)

Seminar on the risk prevention for people working with
nanotechnology

Ellinogermaniki Agogi

Taking place during the Athens Science festival, the
largest science festival in Greece reaching out to
40,000 people, this workhop discussed about what is
RRI, what are the obstacles and opportunities to
implement the RRI principles in Greece and presented
the RRI Toolkit.

Seminar on nanotechnologies titled
organizer
“Nanotecnologia i prevenció de riscos laborals”

Workshop on Responsible Research and
Innovation

meeting

seminar

hub training training workshop

Link

This workshop/ event will inform the public about the
RRI Toolkit, the dissemination and main ideas of the
Techmania Science
RRI Tools project. It will be connected with project
http://techmania.cz/fw_lang/cs/aktualne
Center and ARTIS 3000 SeeingNano, an EU-funded project which Techmania is /nanohrani/
member of. This event will be generally introduction to
public about toolkit which will be launched in March.

04/04/2016

04/04/2016

Barcelona

06/04/2016 16:00 06/04/2016 17:45 Athens

Greece
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Ellinogermaniki Agogi

http://www.vhir.org/portal1/seminari.as
p?contentid=187194&s=activitats&t=La
%20Recerca%20i%20la%20Innovaci%
F3%20Responsables%20%28RRI%29
:%20fer%20ci%E8ncia%20i%20innova
ci%F3%20amb%20la%20societat%20i
%20per%20a%20la%20societat

http://www.rri-tools.eu/heirriconference

http://heirri.eu/1st-heirri-conference/

http://makerscience.fr/p/rritools-greaterderniere-annee

http://www.athens-sciencefestival.gr/en/programme/

Name

Role

Type

Start date

Start
time

End date

End
time

City

Country

Organizer

RRI Tools members
involved

Activities

Link

http://www.leuphana.de/forschung/wiss
enstransfer/campusgemeinwesen/responsible-universitysymposium.html

Responsible University Symposium

participant

conference

07/04/2016

07/04/2016

Lüneburg

Germany

Leuphana University
Lüneburg

Wissenschaftsladen
Bonn

Das Symposium verfolgt das Ziel, die Rolle und
Verantwortung von Hochschulen in der heutigen
Gesellschaft mit Expertinnen und Experten aus
Forschung, Bildung und Politik zu diskutieren. Mit dem
Symposium werden Methoden und Formate aufgezeigt,
wie Hochschulen und Gesellschaft in Forschung, Lehre
und Wissenstransfer zusammenwirken und das
zivilgesellschaftliche Engagement in wissenschaftlichen
Projekten befördern können.

Swedish forum for science communication

participant

seminar

13/04/2016

13/04/2016

Stockholm

Sweden

Swedish research
councils and
foundations, VA

Vetenskap & Allmänhet

meeting for all swedish professionals in science
communicatiton and public engagement.

http://vetenskapsfestivalen.se/forbranschen/

UK Launch of the RRI Toolkit

hub training training workshop

United
Kingdom

UCL

University College
London

The UCL Hub for RRI is pleased to invite you to a
reception to launch the RRI Toolkit.

https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/uklaunch-of-the-toolkit-for-responsibleresearch-and-innovation-tickets22652520298

Participants of this meeting were stakeholders mainly
from industry and researchers. It was very good
opportunity for dissemination of this project and the
Toolkit. In the beginning of this conference our director
had opening speech and he talked about RRI, about our
role in this project, about toolkit and also about future of
RRI and their possibility of engage in toolkit.

18/04/2016 18:30 18/04/2016 21:30 London

Industry 4.0 in practice

participant

meeting

19/04/2016

19/04/2016

Pilsen

Czech
Republic

CzechInvest

Techmania Science
Center

The role of the public and research for nature
conservation

participant

conference

20/04/2016

20/04/2016

Uppsala

Sweden

SLU

Vetenskap & Allmänhet

PCST 2016

international
training workshop
training

Turkey

PCST

University College
London and IrsiCaixa

25/04/2016 13:15 25/04/2016 17:15 Istanbul

Open Access and Ethics

hub training training workshop

27/04/2016 14:30 27/04/2016 17:30 Milan

Tudásmenedzsment Konferencia (Knowledge
Management Conference)

participant

27/04/2016

RRI SuperSeminar

conference

hub training training workshop

27/04/2016

Győr

03/05/2016 10:00 04/05/2016 14:30 Tartu

20 min presentation about RRI, citizen science, Open
science innovation and to the world, and the need for
collaboration between actors and disciplines in order to
target the societal challenges
The biennial conference Public Communication Science
and Technology PCST is a forum for discussing a wide
range of issues in science communication practice,
training and research. 2016 theme is "Science
communication in a digital age". RRI Tools organizes an
RRI training pre-conference workshop for Monday 25th
(afternoon). UCL will lead the workshop as training
leaders.
Il ciclo di incontri organizzato da IREA - CNR e
Fondazione Cariplo intende andare in questa direzione,
proponendo alcuni nodi teorici delle tematiche chiave
della RRI e discutendo le opportunità che tale approccio
può aprire per il mondo della ricerca. Durante gli incontri
verranno esplorate le risorse dell’RRI Toolkit, ideato
nell’ambito del progetto RRI Tools, finanziato dalla
Commissione Europea con l’obiettivo di rendere
disponibili, presso tutti coloro che a vario titolo
partecipano al processo di produzione di conoscenza,
alcuni strumenti pratici ispirati ai principi della RRI.

Italy

IREA - CNR and
Fondazione Cariplo

Fondazione Cariplo

Hungary

Hungarian Academy of
Sciences

As part of its advocacy programme, Mobilis held a
Mobilis Science Center presentation on responsible research and innovation
and the RRI Toolkit.

Estonia

AHHAA
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AHHAA;
Experimentarium;
IrisCaixa

The main focus of the seminar is the steps do we need
to take to raise the citizens who would be prepared to
take on the responsible roles in both educational level
and labour market, and who would offer innovative
solutions for the benefit of whole society.
We welcome all leaders of general, vocational and
hobby education insitutions, researchers and science
communicators, entrepreneurs, representatives of
technology-based enterprises and policy-makers.
The purpose of the seminar is to define and make
visible the possibilities for carrying out responsible
research and innovation through the best practices in
Europe and Estonia.

http://www.artdatabanken.se/verksamh
et-och-uppdrag/flora-ochfaunavaardskonferensen/flora-ochfaunavaard-2016/

http://pcst-2016.org/

http://irea.cnr.it/index.php?option=com
_k2&view=item&id=732:rri-sfide-eopportunit%C3%A0-per-il-mondo-dellaricerca/

www.tudasmenedzsment.org

http://www.ahhaa.ee/rri-superseminar

Name

Role

Type

Start date

II Jornades RRI Tools Barcelona:
Com implementar la Recerca i la Innovació
Responsables?

hub training training workshop

04/05/2016

Meeting with Task Officer Europe, for
Languedoc Roussillon Midi-Pyrénées

organizer

09/05/2016

workshop

15th Annual STS Conference Graz 2016
Critical Issues in Science, Technology and
Society Studies

participant

RRI Toolkit training workshop “To be or not to
be… responsible" part 1 – what future for RRI
in Bulgaria – RRI forum debate

hub training training workshop

Workshop on RRI during the 3rd International
Conference of the Higher School’s Pulse
participant
Grants and research projects - from application
to funding

The nuclear days in Techmania

organizer

conference

conference

exhibition

09/05/2016

Start
time

End date

End
time

City

9:30 04/05/2016 18:00 Barcelona

09/05/2016

10/05/2016

Toulouse

Graz

12/05/2016 14:30 12/05/2016 15:30 Sofia

12/05/2016 14:30 12/05/2016 18:30 Opole

13/05/2016

15/06/2016

Pilsen

Country

Organizer

RRI Tools members
involved

Activities

Spain

Spanish Hub
With the collaboration of:
- Association of Public
Universities of
Barcelona (ACUP)
- Catalan Association for
“la Caixa” Foundation
Science Communication
and IrsiCaixa
(ACCC)
- CERCA Institute
- Agency for
Management of
University and Research
Grants (AGAUR).

The conference will be the framework to present the first
version of the European project RRI Tools' Toolkit
(www.rri-tools.eu) with more than 350 multimedia
resources to implement RRI. These resources include
international inspiring practices, manuals and guidelines
on how to address the political agendas of RRI - open
access, gender equality, ethics, public engagement,
science education and governance, as well as,
information addressed the different social actors, a tool
for self-reflection and the possibility of being part of a
http://agenda.obrasocial.lacaixa.es/ca/community of practice at European level.
/ii-jornadas-rri-tools-barcelona
The activity will include participatory workshops to
facilitate the interaction between attendees in a
cooperative learning environment on RRI. Finally,
participants will create working groups to discuss how to
improve their own projects using the resources of the
Toolkit.
This is a multi-stakeholder event aimed at the research
community, politicians and decision makers linked to
R&I, industry representatives, the educational
community and civil society organizations.

France

Science Animation MidiScience Animation
Pyrénées

Advocacy and training RRI Toolkit with experts

Austria

Institute of Science,
Technology and Society
Studies at Alpen-AdriaUniversität
Klagenfurt|Vienna|Graz
(STS), the InterUniversity Research
Athena Institute, ZSI
Centre for Technology,
Work and Culture (IFZ)
and the Institute for
Advanced Studies on
Science, Technology
and Society (IAS-STS)

The conference provides a forum to discuss on a broad
variety of topics in the areas of Science, Technology
and Society Studies (STS) and Sustainability Studies.
There will be five sessions on RRI:
- Impacts and Implications of integrating RRI into
Economic Institutions
- STS for Policy Makers - Exchanging Views between
https://conference.aau.at/event/46/
STS Research and Policy
- RRI in Practice - What do I need to Know on RRI and
How can I Implement it?
- Responsible Research and Innovation: Making the
Collective Aspect explicit
- The Politics of Open Science

Bulgaria

What future can we predict for RRI in Bulgaria - forum
Ruse Chamber of
Ruse Chamber of
debate with researchers, educators, policy mkaers,
Commerce and Industry Commerce and Industry business, media representatives "To be or not to be...
responsible"

Foundation for Polish
Science

Foundation for Polish
Science

Czech
Republic

Techmania Science
Center

Exposition of nuclear energy and industry in our
exposition hall in Techmania with many lectures (every
CENEN (Czech nuclear week one lecture) in our conference hall in Techmania.
education network),
This exposition and lectures are open to public and
Škoda JS a.s.
some of them are determined to schools. During these
lectures we will disseminate the toolkit and main ideas
of the RRI project.

Poland

RRI Toolkit training workshop “To be or not to
be… responsible" part 2

hub training training workshop

14/05/2016 19:00 14/05/2016 20:00 Sofia

Bulgaria

Meeting with Task Officer Europe, for
Languedoc Roussillon Midi-Pyrénées

participant

17/05/2016 10:00 17/05/2016 12:30 Montpellier

France

Correspondants Europe
Science Animation
Université de Montpellier
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http://www.britishcouncil.bg/en/sofiascience-festival/programme/2016

Przedstawienie projektu RRI, portalu będącego w
praktyce zestawem narzędzi ułatwiających różnym
podmiotom, w tym naukowcom, planowanie projektów
http://www.ebadawczych zgodnie z ideą RRI. RRI to wątek, który
event24.pl/III_puls_uczelni/
pojawia się już w tekstach konkursów w ramach H2020 i
jego znajomość może niedługo przekładać się na
większe szanse uzyskania finansowania.

Do we know if research and innovation are ethical?
Responsible research and innovation is a fundamental
principle of the EU Horizon 2020 Programme. The RRI
Toolkit training is the common European framework
Ruse Chamber of
Ruse Chamber of
shaping the terms and conditions for research and
Commerce and Industry Commerce and Industry
innovation in the EU. Several project consortia are
working on its implementation and adoption. Come and
meet the Bulgarian partner in this process, learn more
and have your say about responsible research!

workshop

Link

Advocacy and training RRI Toolkit with experts

http://techmania.cz/fw_lang/cs/aktualne
/jaderne-dny-2016/
http://www.60letprojadro.cz/
http://www.cenennet.eu/cs/content/projekt-cenen-net

http://www.britishcouncil.bg/en/sofiascience-festival/programme/2016

Name

Role

Type

Start date

Start
time

End date

End
time

City

Country

Organizer

RRI Tools members
involved

Activities

Link

Advocacy e Training

hub training training workshop

18/05/2016 10:30 18/05/2016 17:30 Rome

Italy

Fondazione Cariplo

Fondazione Cariplo

Lo scopo di questa giornata sarà duplice: da un lato
proporre una riflessione sul concetto di RRI, e dall'altro
provare a capire meglio insieme come mettere in
pratica, nei propri ambiti e contesti, la RRI. Per questa
ragione durante la giornata verrà presentato il toolkit
sulla RRI lanciato lo scorso marzo e realizzato
nell'ambito delle attività del progetto RRI Tools.

EAC16 - Eusea Annual Conference 2016:
Engagement and Empowerment

participant

conference

18/05/2016

19/05/2016

Tartu

Estonia

European science
events association
(Eusea)

Vetenskap & Allmänhet

The Eusea Annual Conference 2016 takes place at the
http://www.eusea.info/About/AnnualAHHAA Science Centre in Tartu, Estonia. The
Conferences/EAC16-Eusea-Annualpreliminary programme will be updated on a continuous
Conference-2016
basis until the conference.

FISEC16, 2nd international
scientific student environmental protection
conference

participant

conference

18/05/2016

22/05/2016

Belgrade

Serbia

Association of
Center for the
environmental protection
Promotion of Science
RIO

RRI Tools - Responsible Science in Science
Education

hub training training workshop

19/05/2016 16:30 19/05/2016 18:00 Rijeka

Croatia

Center for the Promotion Center for the
of Science
Promotion of Science

Science Fair

participant

fair

19/05/2016

21/05/2016

Prague

Czech
Republic

The Czech academy of
sciences

Jornada sobre les convocatòries 2016/2017
del programa d'H2020 de Ciència amb i per la
Societat

participant

conference

19/05/2016

19/05/2016

Barcelona

Spain

Agència de Gestió
d'Ajuts Universitaris i de IrsiCaixa
Recerca

Spain

IrsiCaixa and Obra
Social la Caixa, in
collaboration with
theXplore Health and
ENRRICH projects

Conference on RRI and Community Based
Participatory Research in high schools at
CaixaForum

Sana Ment Congress

Training Workshop on RRI for secondary
school teachers in Granada

organizer

participant

conference

conference

hub training training workshop

20/05/2016

20/05/2016

21/05/2016

20/05/2016

20/05/2016

21/05/2016

Barcelona

Barcelona

Granada

Techmania Science
Center

Plenary Lecture: Responsible Research and Innovation http://www.uzzs-rio.com/ENG.pdf
The aim of the workshop is to highlight the importance
of science education among science educators and
policy makers, to initiate a self-reflection regarding
responsibility in their everyday practice but also to
create ideas and offer some practical tools and
guidelines on how to implement concepts of RRI in
science education in schools, with reference to the RRI
Toolkit.
Interactive meeting for students and citizens, science
centers and for research facilities for the popularization
of science and research. On this event will be around
15,000 people (especially stakeholders from education,
bussiness and industry group). The RRI Tools project
and the Toolkit will be present with Techmania Science
Centre.
The Infoday have been attended by the National
Contact Point from the Spanish Ministry of Economy
and Competitiveness (MINECO). The RRI tools project
as well as several success stories will also be
presented.

“la Caixa” Foundation
and IrsiCaixa

Conference for high school students, reserachers and
policy makers who had been involved in participatory
research processes.

IrsiCaixa

El proyecto Sana Mente es la última innovación del
programa Xplore Health, impulsado por la Obra Social
”la Caixa” e IrsiCaixa. La iniciativa, que partió de
analizar el problema de salud que más preocupaba a
1.000 estudiantes de 15 centros educativos de
Cataluña, dio como respuesta mayoritaria el estrés y la
depresión, y se propuso a los alumnos aportar
soluciones al respecto usando la metodología científica.

Spain

XPlore Health project

Spain

IrsiCaixa and Parque de
las Ciencias de
Garnada, in
Athena/IrsiCaixa
collaboration with the
Xplore Health project

http://www.fondazionebassetti.org/it/se
gnalazioni/2016/05/advocacy_e_trainin
g.html

http://www.icieconference.net/index.ph
p/icie-2016/symposia-croatia-1/14sample-data-articles/317-symposiumthree

http://www.veletrhvedy.cz

http://agaur.gencat.cat/ca/detalls/activit
atagenda/Nova-Activitat-Agenda00277

http://www.xplorehealth.eu/es/xploreblo
g/450-estudiantes-de-secundariapresentan-propuestas-para-mejorar-subienestar-emocional-co

Workshop for teachers to reflect on the influence that
RRI should have in STEM education at secondary
schools and the competencies that we want students to
train to become responsible citizens.

Germany

European Citizen
Science Association
(ECSA)

The conference brings together Citizen Science
practitioners, academic researchers, policy makers,
science funders, non-governmental organisations,
interested citizens and other stakeholders. It focuses on
demonstrating and further exploring the innovation
University College
potential of Citizen Science for science, society and
London and Vetenskap policy and its role within open science and innovation.
http://www.ecsa2016.eu/index.html
& Allmänhet
The session "Exploring the opportunities and
challenges: Citizen Science and Responsible Research
and Innovation" held by Melanie Smallman, UCL,
London will explore the cross-over between Citizen
Science and Responsible Research and Innovation
(RRI).

San
Sebastian

Spain

SIforAGE project

“la Caixa” Foundation

Eskilstuna

Sweden

1 h presentation/discussion about the toolbox and how
Swedish energy agency Vetenskap & Allmänhet the agency can use it. The agency is funding research
within the energy area.

1st International ECSA Conference 2016:
international
"Citizen Science - Innovation in Open Science,
training workshop
training
Society and Policy"

21/05/2016 11:00 21/05/2016 12:30 Berlin

SIforAGE General Meeting

participant

meeting

21/05/2016

22/05/2016

RRI briefing/ workshop with the Swedish
energy agency

organizer

seminar

23/05/2016

23/05/2016
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Name

Role

Type

Start date

Jornadas RRI Tools Madrid: ¿Cómo
implementar la Investigación e Innovación
Responsables?

hub training training workshop

24/05/2016

Training Workshop on RRI for secondary
school teachers in Barcelona

hub training training workshop

25/05/2016

Start
time

End date

End
time

City

9:30 24/05/2016 18:00 Madrid

25/05/2016

Barcelona

Country

Organizer

RRI Tools members
involved

Activities

Link

Spain

Spanish Hub
With the collaboration of:
“la Caixa” Foundation
Spanish Foundation for
and IrsiCaixa
Science and Technology
(FECYT)

This conference will be the framework to present the
first version of the European project RRI Tools' Toolkit
(www.rri-tools.eu) with more than 350 multimedia
resources to implement RRI. These resources include
international inspiring practices, manuals and guidelines
on how to address the political agendas of RRI - open
access, gender equality, ethics, public engagement,
science education and governance, as well as,
information addressed the different social actors, a tool
for self-reflection and the possibility of being part of a
http://agenda.obrasocial.lacaixa.es/-/iicommunity of practice at European level.
jornadas-rri-tools-madrid
The activity will include participatory workshops to
facilitate the interaction between attendees in a
cooperative learning environment on RRI. Finally,
participants will create working groups to discuss how to
improve their own projects using the resources of the
Toolkit.
This is a multi-stakeholder event aimed at the research
community, politicians and decision makers linked to
R&I, industry representatives, the educational
community and civil society organizations.

Spain

IrsiCaixa and
CosmoCaixa, in
collaboration with the
Xplore Health project

Athena/IrsiCaixa

Workshop for teachers to reflect on the influence that
RRI should have in STEM education at secondary
schools and the competencies that we want students to
train to become responsible citizens.

Fondazione Cariplo

Il ciclo di incontri organizzato da IREA - CNR e
Fondazione Cariplo intende andare in questa direzione,
proponendo alcuni nodi teorici delle tematiche chiave
della RRI e discutendo le opportunità che tale approccio
può aprire per il mondo della ricerca. Durante gli incontri
verranno esplorate le risorse dell’RRI Toolkit, ideato
nell’ambito del progetto RRI Tools, finanziato dalla
Commissione Europea con l’obiettivo di rendere
disponibili, presso tutti coloro che a vario titolo
partecipano al processo di produzione di conoscenza,
alcuni strumenti pratici ispirati ai principi della RRI.

http://irea.cnr.it/index.php?option=com
_k2&view=item&id=732:rri-sfide-eopportunit%C3%A0-per-il-mondo-dellaricerca/

Science Education and Public Engagement

hub training training workshop

26/05/2016 10:30 26/05/2016 13:30 Milan

Italy

IREA - CNR and
Fondazione Cariplo

RRI Tools training: responsible science

hub training training workshop

29/05/2016

Montenegro

Center for the Promotion Center for the
of Science
Promotion of Science

Explaining RRI & RRI Tools, showcase session,
interactive session on the Toolkit

Spain

Spanish Hub
With the collaboration of: “la Caixa” Foundation
Complutense University and IrsiCaixa
of Madrid

This conference will be the framework to present the
first version of the European project RRI Tools' Toolkit
(www.rri-tools.eu) with more than 350 multimedia
resources to implement RRI. These resources include
international inspiring practices, manuals and guidelines
on how to address the political agendas of RRI - open
access, gender equality, ethics, public engagement,
science education and governance, as well as,
information addressed the different social actors, a tool
for self-reflection and the possibility of being part of a
http://grasia.fdi.ucm.es/jornadarrimadri
community of practice at European level.
d2016/
The activity will include participatory workshops to
facilitate the interaction between attendees in a
cooperative learning environment on RRI. Finally,
participants will create working groups to discuss how to
improve their own projects using the resources of the
Toolkit.
This is a multi-stakeholder event aimed at the research
community, politicians and decision makers linked to
R&I, industry representatives, the educational
community and civil society organizations.

Sweden

Vetenskap & Allmänhet

Lecture, work with the Toolkit, discussions in
multistakeholder groups, plenary

II Jornadas RRI Tools Madrid: ¿Cómo
implementar la Investigación e Innovación
Responsables?

hub training training workshop

30/05/2016

Workshop on RRI and the Toolkit

hub training training workshop

30/05/2016

29/05/2016

Podgorica

9:30 30/05/2016 18:00 Madrid

30/05/2016

Stockholm
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Vetenskap & Allmänhet

Name

European Maker Faire

Role

participant

Type

public event

Start date

30/05/2016

Start
time

End date

End
time

City

05/06/2016

Country

Organizer

Europe

Startup
Europe/European
Commission/Rome
Maker Faire

RRI Tools Training

hub training training workshop

31/05/2016

31/05/2016

Kolding

Denmark

Experimentarium and
University of Southern
Denmark

RRI Tools training workshop

hub training training workshop

31/05/2016

31/05/2016

Dublin

Ireland

Science Gallery Dublin

Training Workshop on RRI for secondary
school teachers in A Coruña

hub training training workshop

02/06/2016

02/06/2016

A Coruña

Spain

Bonn Science Night

participant

public event

02/06/2016

03/06/2016

Bonn

Germany

Horizon 2020 - Science with and for Society
2016, Open Day and Workshop

participant

meeting

03/06/2016

03/06/2016

Zagreb

Croatia

RRI Tools members
involved

Activities

Link

Ciência Viva

"Why a European Maker Week?
We believe that makers will be able to make a positive
contribution to our Society and to the European
Economy, especially within the educational environment
and by creating innovative Startup based on hardware
products. We want to enhance this world of people who
work locally but in a global network. We would like to
combine our forces in order to organize a week of public
events across Europe: a huge umbrella event under
which local initiatives will flourish as part of a European http://europeanmakerweek.eu/
network. We want to encourage the encounter and the
dialogue between makers and the society, citizens,
investors and Institutions, by spreading the awareness
of how the construction of a different future will be
happening thanks to this new ecosystem.
Of particular importance is to use the EMW – European
Maker Week as a platform to build bridges between
local makers ecosystems and local authorities and
media."

Experimentarium

The following was the program for the seminar - which
included presentations, workshops and discussions in
plenum. Disseminating new methods to industrial and
research organisations - New tools for responsible
research and innovation - Which innovation practices
do new tools meet? Tangible design training tools.

Science Gallery

IrsiCaixa and Museos
Coruñenses, in
IrsiCaixa and Athena
collaboration of Xplore
Health project
City of Bonn, Rhein-SiegKreis, district of
Ahrweiler, Bonn
Wissenschaftsladen
University, Deutsches
Bonn
Museum Bonn and
science center Bonn
Agency for Mobility and Center for the
EU programmes, Croatia Promotion of Science

Neue Horizonte für die Forschungspolitik Forschungswende Annual Conference

participant

conference

06/06/2016

07/06/2016

Berlin

Germany

Platform
Forschungswende

Wissenschaftsladen
Bonn

Round Table: Societal Innovations

participant

meeting

06/06/2016

06/06/2016

Belgrade

Serbia

Science and Technology Center for the
Park
Promotion of Science

Training on the RRI Toolkit and interactive workshop for
researchers.
Workshop for teachers to reflect on the influence that
RRI should have in STEM education at secondary
schools and the competencies that we want students to
train to become responsible citizens.
Every two years the Bonn Science Night held, jointly
organized by the universities and research institutions
http://www.bonnerfrom the Science Region Bonn, together with the city of
wissenschaftsnacht.de/
Bonn, the Rhein-Sieg-Kreis and the Kreis Ahrweiler.
This year's theme of science night is "water worlds".
Two CPN representatives will present RRI concept and
http://mobilnost.hr/hr/
the RRI Toolkit
Das BMUB/UBA hat in vier Projektjahren die
zivilgesellschaftliche Plattform Forschungswende
gefördert, Kapazitäten in der organisierten
Zivilgesellschaft aufzubauen und Verbände als
wichtigen Kooperationspartner für die Wissenschaft zu
unterstützen. Mit dieser Tagung endet die
Förderperiode und wir möchten diskutieren, wie
Wissenschaft, Wirtschaft und wichtige
Forschungsstrategien aufgestellt sind, um die SDGs in
den planetaren Leitgrenzen zu fördern. Welche Rolle
spielt hier die organisierte Zivilgesellschaft heute und in
Zukunft?
Two CPN representatives will present RRI concept and
the RRI Tools training concept

http://forschungswende.de/index.php?i
d=37&tx_news_pi1[news]=116&tx_new
s_pi1[controller]=News&tx_news_pi1[a
ction]=detail&cHash=5fc23c7eec88e1c
1d5f75d7ba6f05fa0

http://www.ntpark.rs/vesti/

4-hour seminar, afterwards independent online learning
and webinarium with the participation of representatives
from all stakeholders
Training on Responsible Research and
Innovation

hub training training workshop

07/06/2016

9:00 07/06/2016 13:00 Győr

Hungary

Mobilis Science Center
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https://youtu.be/na65EC5NbZY.
Program of the training: 1. Welcome, registration; 2. The
Mobilis Science Center concept of RRI (presentation); 3. RRI Self-reflection tool survey:
I. (group task); 4. Aspects of responsible research and http://goo.gl/forms/tH0HPpBW5xmoD
innovation and the RRI Toolkit (group task); 5.
WCp1
Importance and relevance of responsible research and
innovation (fishbowl task); 6. Problem solving with the
RRI platform (group task); 7. RRI Self-reflection tool II.

Name

Role

Type

Start date

Start
time

End date

End
time

City

Country

RRI Tools members
involved

Activities

Link

Ecsite

The largest of its kind in Europe, the Ecsite conference
is open to everyone interested in public engagement
with science.
The Pre-Conference Workshop “Putting RRI into
practice” addresses the needs of professionals who are
interested in leading their organisations into RRI
practice, and will be particularly useful to those working
in science communication/education, contributing to
Ecsite, Ciencia Viva,
improve their interactions with researchers, policy
http://www.ecsite.eu/annualExperimentarium, UCL, makers, business and industries and civil society.
conference/programme/putting-rriZSI, European
Participants will be exploring the RRI Toolkit.
practice
Schoolnet, LCF
In the Round table – “Towards Responsible Research
and Innovation: practical experiences” representatives
of four RRI projects (RRI Tools, IRRESISTIBLE,
NUCLEUS and SPARKS) will present their approaches
and share their experiences, focusing both on
successes and challenges. Participants will then have
the opportunity to join speakers in a discussion,
contributing own ideas and approaches to the spectrum
of Responsible Research and Innovation.

Copenhage
Denmark
n

Zentrum für Soziale
Innovation

Zentrum für Soziale
Innovation

Ljubljana

Slovenia

Zentrum für Soziale
Innovation

Zentrum für Soziale
Innovation

9:00 09/06/2016 16:30 Brussels

Belgium

RRI Tools

"la Caixa" Foundation

One-day pilot training session for EC officers to
introduce the RRI Toolkit, receive feedback and prepare
wider training for the EC staff in Autumn 2016.

University College
London

Join the Biochemical Society, the British Ecological
Society, the Society of Biology, Society of Experimental
Biology and the Microbiology Society on Friday 10th
June Steve Miller and Marjolein Bouwers, UCL-UK Hub
for Responsible Research and Innovation, will be asking
'What is Responsible Research and Innovation?'
How could you not be in favour of responsibility in
research and innovation? That would mean you’re in
favour of irresponsibility, and no one’s for that, surely. In
any case, all the research we are doing is very
responsible – we have ethics approval and corporate
social responsibility, so what is this RRI?
Steve Miller and Marjolein Bouwers will explain how RRI
covers a number of key policy agendas and potential
stakeholders, and how this creates new opportunities
for researchers and innovators alike; how RRI is so
much more than the sum of its parts, and how it can
transform relations between science and science-based
industries, on the one hand, and our fellow citizens on
the other, making better research in the process.

Ecsite Annual Conference 2016: Colours of
cooperation - Pre-Conference Workshop:
Putting RRI into practice

international
training workshop
training

07/06/2016

Project internal RRI short training

hub training training workshop

08/06/2016

08/06/2016

1st Slovenian RRI Tools training

hub training training workshop

09/06/2016

09/06/2016

RRI Tools Training: European Commission
pilot

international
training workshop
training

09/06/2016

9:00 07/06/2016 17:45 Graz

Austria

Policy Lunchbox - What is Responsible
Research and Innovation?

organizer

meeting

10/06/2016 12:30 10/06/2016 14:00 London

United
Kingdom

International workshop on Science education

participant

webinar

14/06/2016

Online

Responsible Research & Innovation – RRI

participant

workshop

14/06/2016 11:00 14/06/2016 14:00 Vic

Spain

Training on the RRI Toolkit

international
training workshop
training

15/06/2016

Czech
Republic

Responsible Science for Responsible Society

participant

16/06/2016 11:00 16/06/2016 13:00 Belgrade

Serbia

King Baudouin Foundation and RRI
presentation

hub training training workshop

22/06/2016

Belgium

meeting

Organizer

14/06/2016

16/06/2016

22/06/2016

Prague

Brussels

UCL

Fondazione Cariplo
Universitat de Vic Science
Communications Unit
Network of National
Contact Points for
Science with and for
Society in Horizon 2020
(SiSnet 2)
Faculty of Pharmacy,
University of Belgrade

IrsiCaixa

King Baudouin
Foundation

King Baudouin
Foundation
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IrsiCaixa

IrsiCaixa
UCL
Center for the
Promotion of Science

A short training will take place in the framework of the
Make-IT consortium meeting. RRI is explicitly a guiding
principle in the project and therefore a slot in this
consortium meeting. All consortium members will
participate.
Lecture, case studies sessions, interactive exercises
focused on RRI/RRI Toolkit for science and science
education

Rosina presented the XPlore Health showcase
This workshop will offer training on the concept of RRI
and on the opportunities and obstacles to implement it
in your research projects
Training on the RRI Toolkit in the framework of SiS.net
2, the network project of Science with and for Society
NCPs.
Presentation of the RRI Tools project, with a focus on
the Toolkit
Internal meeting at the King Baudouin Foundation with
approximatly 25 persons. We explained the concept of
RRI in detail, and discussed the value of RRI for a
foundation, focusing on three issues: priority setting,
quality criteria for good governance at NGO’s and the
use of data at the foundation.

http://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/policylunchbox-what-is-responsible-researchand-innovation-registration11584221719

http://mon.uvic.cat/internationalworkshop/program/responsibleresearch-innovation-rri/

http://www.sisnetwork.eu/about/

Name

How can start-ups take advantage of social
and environmental challenges to create new
business opportunities?

EARMA Annual Conference: New horizons in
research management

Governance and Gender

Role

Type

international
training workshop
training

international
training workshop
training

hub training training workshop

Start date

22/06/2016

Start
time

End date

End
time

City

9:30 22/06/2016 13:00 Brussels

22/06/2016 15:45 22/06/2016 16:45 Luleå

23/06/2016 14:30 23/06/2016 17:30 Milan

Country

Organizer

RRI Tools members
involved

King Baudouin
Foundation, European
Business Network

Activities

Link

The King Baudouin Foundation and EBN (European
network of business and innovation centres, incubators
and accelerators) invite you to a workshop in the
framework of the European project RRI Tools: ‘How can
start-ups take advantage of social and environmental
challenges to create new business opportunities?’
We invited incubators and start-ups active in the area of
health, mobility, agrofood and creative industry.
Target audience : start-ups and their accompanying
companies (incubators).
Objectives :
Get to know practical tools that will help entrepreneurs
Give more visibility to their activities and innovative
approach

http://www.socialeinnovatiefabriek.be/n
l/agenda/rri-event-%E2%80%98howcan-start-ups-take-advantage-of-socialand-environmental-challenges-tocreate

Belgium

King Baudouin
Foundation

Sweden

The conference theme will be New Horizons in
Research Management, which reflects our desire to
encourage new ideas as well as welcoming core topics
of interest to all research managers and administrators.
European Association of University College
Track 2 theme is "Responsible Research and
Research Managers and London and Vetenskap
http://www.earmaconference.com
Innovation: Compliance, engagement, gender, open
Administrators
& Allmänhet
access, ethics, integrity and legal aspects."
RRI Tools will hold a session on Wednesday on
"Opportunities, Challenges and ‘How to’ do Responsible
Research and Innovation".

Italy

IREA - CNR and
Fondazione Cariplo

Fondazione Cariplo

Il ciclo di incontri organizzato da IREA - CNR e
Fondazione Cariplo intende andare in questa direzione,
proponendo alcuni nodi teorici delle tematiche chiave
della RRI e discutendo le opportunità che tale approccio
può aprire per il mondo della ricerca. Durante gli incontri
verranno esplorate le risorse dell’RRI Toolkit, ideato
nell’ambito del progetto RRI Tools, finanziato dalla
Commissione Europea con l’obiettivo di rendere
disponibili, presso tutti coloro che a vario titolo
partecipano al processo di produzione di conoscenza,
alcuni strumenti pratici ispirati ai principi della RRI.
Description of activities:
1.Simulation game „ What happens when attitude
changes and something new occurs?”
2.Relationship between science and society – work in
groups
3.What is RRI and why is it worth to engage?
4.RRI Toolkit – what’s that?
5.Exploring the Toolkit- work in groups
As with all Living Knowledge Conferences, positive
interactions will be fostered, providing excellent
opportunities for networking. There will be a focus on
science shops, community-based research, and other
knowledge exchange and creation collaborations
between local communities, civil society organisations,
researchers and educators. The conference is part of
the EnRRICH project – Enhancing Responsible
Research and Innovation through Curricula in Higher
Education.
RRI Tools will hold two sessions on Thursday:
"Workshop: Reflecting on Responsible Research and
Innovation" and "Training on RRI Tools: Guidance for
stakeholders about including RRI features in their
projects".

RRI Toolkit – tool which help to apply for grants
hub training training workshop
with success

23/06/2016 10:00 23/06/2016 15:00 Kraków

Poland

Foundation for Polish
Science

Foundation for Polish
Science

7th Living Knowledge conference 2016: Inspire
– Integrating community based partnership into international
training workshop
learning and teaching for responsible research training
and innovation (RRI)

23/06/2016 14:00 23/06/2016 15:30 Dublin

Ireland

Living Knowledge and
EnRRICH

Wissenschaftsladen
Bonn and IrsiCaixa

RRI workshop at the International Conference
Beliefs and Behaviours in Education and
Culture (BBEC)

24/06/2016 10:15 24/06/2016 11:15 Timișoara

Romania

Ruse Chamber of
Commerce and Industry
and Victor Babeș
University of Medicine
and Pharmacy

Ruse Chamber of
Commerce and Industry
and Hub member Victor
Babeș University of
Medicine and Pharmacy

Romania

Incuboxx - ICT
incubator, Ruse
Chamber of Commerce
and Industry, Victor
Babeș University of
Medicine and Pharmacy

Ruse Chamber of
Commerce and Industry A presenation and training on the RRI Toolkit for ICT
and Hub member Victor companies at the biggest ICT incubator in Western
Babeș University of
Romania, Incuboxx
Medicine and Pharmacy

hub training training workshop

StiRRIng up young ICT minds - a workshop for
hub training training workshop
RRI in ICT incubator Incuboxx

24/06/2016 13:30 25/06/2016 16:00 Timișoara
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http://irea.cnr.it/index.php?option=com
_k2&view=item&id=732:rri-sfide-eopportunit%C3%A0-per-il-mondo-dellaricerca/

http://www.livingknowledge.org/lk7/

RRI a Path for Education Science to Meet Citizen
Science (presentation) & Responsible research and
http://www.dppd.uvt.ro/bbec/index.html
innovation (workshop). Presentation of the RRI concept
and work with the RRI Toolkit.

Name

1st RRI Tools workshop in Pilsen region

Role

Type

hub training training workshop

Start date

Start
time

End date

End
time

City

27/06/2016 10:00 27/06/2016 14:00 Pilsen

Country

Czech
Republic

Organizer

Techmania Science
Center

RRI Tools members
involved

Techmania Science
Center

Activities

Link

4-hours interactive workshop with participants from 3
stakeholders group (education community, research
community and bussiness and industry). Main topics of
this workshop: introduce the RRI Tools project,
presentation of the Toolkit, discussion on why is RRI
important, oportunities, obstacles and solutions,
possibilities of using RRI in future project management,
examples of good practices, discussion and questions.
4-hour seminar, afterwards independent online learning
and webinarium with the participation of representatives
from all stakeholders

Training on Responsible Research and
Innovation

Workshop and seminar on Responsible
Research and Innovation

hub training training workshop

hub training training workshop

Public Participation Laboratories: Science and
organizer
Citizenship

RRI multi stakeholder workshop with Social
Innovation Forum

workshop

hub training training workshop

28/06/2016 10:00 28/06/2016 14:00 Budapest

30/06/2016 18:30 01/07/2016 17:00 Paris

Hungary

France

Mobilis Science Center

https://youtu.be/d5YT4OEGhXo
Program of the training: 1. Welcome, registration; 2. The
Mobilis Science Center concept of RRI (presentation); 3. RRI Self-reflection tool survey:
I. (group task); 4. Aspects of responsible research and http://goo.gl/forms/LkyQC9oCSQiWW5
innovation and the RRI Toolkit (group task); 5.
br1
Importance and relevance of responsible research and
innovation (fishbowl task); 6. Problem solving with the
RRI platform (group task); 7. RRI Self-reflection tool II.

Science Animation MidiScience Animation
Pyrénées

Les 30 juin et 1er juillet prochain, en partenariat avec
Universcience, nous organisons un séminaire pour
discuter des multiples facettes du concept de
Recherche et d’Innovation Responsables.
Ce séminaire s’adresse à tous·tes ceux·celles qui
souhaitent : approfondir le concept de RRI, confronter
leurs pratiques (existantes ou à venir) à celles d’autres
professionnel·le·s, réfléchir sur les différentes
dimensions de la RRI, rencontrer des partenaires
d’autres communautés : entreprise, recherche, culture
(dont scientifique), éducation, politique (territoriale et
nationale).

Taking place during Ciência 2016, a large scale
meeting/conference/showcase for Portuguese science,
the workshop will discuss obstacles, opportunities and
solutions to foster the participation of the public in the
definition of science and technology agendas. The
http://www.cienciaviva.pt/lpp/
workshop will focus on an ongoing experiment with
public participation in research organized by Ciência
Viva on behalf of the Portuguese Ministry of Science,
the Public Participation Laboratories.

05/07/2016 14:00 05/07/2016 15:30 Lisbon

Portugal

Fondation for Science
and Technology, Ciência Ciência Viva
Viva

06/07/2016

Sweden

Vetenskap & Allmänhet
with Social Innovation
Forum

Romania

Ruse Chamber of
Commerce and Industry
and the National institute Ruse Chamber of
for research and
Commerce and Industry
development in micro
and nano technologies

Spain

IrsiCaixa

8:00 06/07/2016

Visby

RRI Toolkit training

hub training training workshop

11/07/2016

9:30 11/07/2016 16:00 Bucharest

Lecture at ISGlobal

organizer

lecture

12/07/2016

Roundtable discussion on responsible
research and innovation and the RRI Toolkit

organizer

seminar

13/07/2016 10:00 13/07/2016 13:00 Budapest

Hungary

Mobilis Science Center

Investigación e Innovación Responsable. Una
aproximación a la investigación en salud

participant

course

13/07/2016 10:30 14/07/2016 19:30 Madrid

Spain

Instituto Carlos III and
Ministerio de Economia
y Competitividad

12/07/2016

Barcelona
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https://rritoolsfrance.wordpress.com/

Vetenskap & Allmänhet

RRI Toolkit training workshop. Some of the acctiviites
include overview of the RRI progress in Europe so far,
closer look at RRI - explore showcases, Dive into the
RRI Toolkit - work with the platfrom and opportunity to
upload your good practice of RRI rigth then and there.

IrsiCaixa
Roundtable discussion with the participation of leading
Mobilis Science Center experts from the field of research, education and
decision-making
Este curso proporcionará al alumno los fundamentos
básicos de cada uno de los ejes de la RRI, a la vez que
le permitirá conocer casos de éxito desarrollados en
https://www.ucm.es/data/cont/media/w
IrsiCaixa
algunas entidades del país y de nuestro entorno, así
ww/pag-13641/73205.pdf
como las fuentes de financiación interesadas en este
aspecto.

Name

Role

Type

Start date

Webinar - Become an RRI pioneer at your
school

organizer

webinar

19/07/2016

Juliols UB

participant

course

22/07/2016

Start
time

17:00
CET

End date

19/07/2016

End
time

City

Country

18:00
CET

22/07/2016

Barcelona

Organizer

RRI Tools members
involved

Online

European Schoonet

European Schoolnet

Spain

University of Barcelona

IrsiCaixa

Activities
The webinar is an introduction to RRI at school and it
includes three modules (15’ each) and a session for
questions and answers.
Module 1
- What is RRI?
- RRI and education
- RRI means...Being inclusive, responsive, open and
more
Module 2
- RRI for you
- RRI principles in your daily practice: examples of
activities for teachers and students
- How RRI-oriented are your educational practices?
Elements for a self-reflection
Module 3
– RRI-oriented educational practices
- Designing educational practice that support RRI
principles: a template and some tips

Link

http://bit.ly/28R44uI

ESOF 2016: Science as Revolution

international
training workshop
training

24/07/2016 10:55 24/07/2016 12:10 Manchester

United
Kingdom

EuroScience

EuroScience, UCL,
LCF, IrsiCaixa, Ecsite

ESOF is a biennial, pan-European, general science
conference dedicated to scientific research and
innovation. This year edition will have several focuses
on RRI. On Sunday 24 July, there will be a preconference programme dedicated to RRI with critical
http://www.esof.eu/thereflections on the past, present, and future of RRI,
programme/responsible-research-andincluding an RRI Tools training workshop. On Monday innovation.html
25, Ignasi López Verdeguer, the project coordinator, will
speak at the session "RRI in action: policy and practice
in Europe". RRI Tools will also be present on
EuroScience and "la Caixa" Foundation stands.

Mid Sweden University: Vice chancellor's
inspiration days 23-24 August. 23 August: the
responsible university

participant

23/08/2016

23/08/2016

Sundsvall

Sweden

Mid Sweden University

Vetenskap & Allmänhet

The Mid Sweden Universitiy's inspiration day for the
staff. Seminar on RRI and the toolkit.

RRI Tools in practice

hub training training workshop

25/08/2016

25/08/2016

Copenhage
Denmark
n

Experimentarium and
the Danish Planetarium

Experimentarium +
Planetarium

SEE Hub Training: RRI Tools for business and
hub training training workshop
industry

25/08/2016

25/08/2016

Belgrade

Center for the Promotion Center for the
of Science
Promotion of Science

Reversed Science Café

participant

workshop

25/08/2016 12:00 25/08/2016 16:00

XXXIX Congreso de la SEBBM - Salamanca
2016

participant

conference

05/09/2016 19:00 08/09/2016 20:00 Salamanca

EWI-focus 22 | Responsible Research and
Innovation (RRI)

seminar

hub training training workshop

06/09/2016

Serbia

Copenhage
Denmark
n

9:30 06/09/2016 17:00 Brussels

Spain

Belgium

Experimentarium and
the Danish Planetarium

Experimentarium

Reversed Science Café - with presentations from
researchers and follow-up discussions linking the RRI
key dimensions to the specific research
Preliminary introduction to the RRI concept and the RRI
Tools platform
During the so-called reversed science café the RRI
Tools project was presented and specific focus was
given to the key dimensions. Thereafter participants
were divided into different tables - each focusing on one
of the key dimensions. This was followed by a
presentation by space scientist Lonnie Petersen. Her
research was then related to the key RRI dimensions
and key findings of relevance to her research was
presented in plenum - also to Lonnie Petersen.

The Spanish Society for
Biochemistry and
IrsiCaixa
Molecular Biology
(SEBBM)

Introductory talk to RRI and RRITools

http://www.sebbm.es/web/es/congreso
s/congresos-de-la-sebbm/1370salamanca-2016

Department of Economy,
King Baudouin
Science & Innovation of
Foundation
the Flemish government

Departement EWI brengt in zijn eerstvolgende EWIfocus van dinsdag 6 september verschillende sprekers
samen om het concept "Responsible Research
Innovation, het zogenaamde RRI" in al haar facetten te
belichten.
Sara Heesterbeek and Bénédicte Gombault from the
King Baudouin Foundation will hold the session "RRI in
practice: tools and inspiring practices" (RRI Tools demo
and interactive session)

http://www.ewivlaanderen.be/evenementen/ewi-focus22-responsible-research-andinnovation-rri
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Name

Role

Type

Start date

Start
time

End date

End
time

City

Country

Organizer

RRI Tools members
involved

Activities

Link

SEE Hub Training
RRI Tools for business and industry hub training training workshop
Responsible Innovation for responsible society

07/09/2016 10:00 07/09/2016 15:00 Belgrade

Serbia

Center for the Promotion Center for the
of Science
Promotion of Science

The training is aimed at SME entrepreneurs and
research institutes that are market oriented, start-up
hubs, regional chambers of commerce representatives,
University research centers and other relevant
organizations. The training is organized in cooperation
with the Chamber of commerce of Serbia. The
objectives of the trainings: 1) raising awareness of the
growing demands for the implementation of RRI
principles in entrepreneurship, both for positioning in the
local market, but also when applying for EU funds; 2)
providing the guidelines for practical implementation of
responsible entrepreneurship - Introduction to RRI
Tools platform.
Apart form the training, several project that are in line
with the very idea of RRI will be presented by Innovation
fund of Serbia, Chamber of Commerce etc.

Innovation by collaboration

participant

conference

09/09/2016

09/09/2016

Stockholm

Sweden

SNITTS, Swedish
network for innovation
and technology transfer
support

Presentation and small workshop on the toolkit. Also a
booth with information about RRI and the Swedish
http://www.snitts.se/vad-goradvocacy platform for SwafS during two full days, where snitts/innovation-by-collaboration/
participants can try the toolkit and ask for advice.

RRI for CSOs working with social innovation

participant

workshop

09/09/2016

09/09/2016

Malmö

Sweden

Forum for social
innovation Sweden

An International Workshop: ‘Neurotechnology
and Society: Strengthening Responsible
Research and Innovation in Brain Science’

participant

workshop

15/09/2016

16/09/2016

Washington,
USA
DC

Researchers' night awareness campaign CPN SciTruck tour

participant

public event

16/09/2016 15:00 16/09/2016 16:00 Cuprija

RRI Tools workshop at the Innovative
international
training workshop
Practices for Engaging STEM teaching course training

"Science and Society - RRI" workshop at the
11th Slovenian Forum of Innovation

Course for teachers in Madrid

hub training training workshop

organizer

course

17/09/2016

17/09/2016

Brussels

20/09/2016 12:00 20/09/2016 14:00 Ljubljana

22/09/2016

22/09/2016

Madrid

RRI in the UK: the post BREXIT future?

organizer

conference

23/09/2016

9:30 23/09/2016 16:00 London

Science Picnic, Zagreb, Croatia

participant

public event

23/09/2016 18:00 23/09/2016 20:00 Zagreb

Serbia

Belgium

Slovenia

OECD

Vetenskap & Allmänhet

Workshop on the toolkit with CSOs working with social
Vetenskap & Allmänhet innovations in projects funded by the European
Regional Development Fund (ERDF)
Emerging neurotechnologies have the potential to
enhance human lives, offering better health outcomes
and higher quality of life. But these very advances in
King Baudouin
science raise a myriad of ethical, legal, and social
Foundation, "la Caixa"
issues. Who, for example, will derive the greatest
Foundation
benefits of the technology? At what cost? And who shall
decide which potential applications are accelerated over
other promising areas of research?

http://socialinnovation.se/en/about/

https://www.innovationpolicyplatform.or
g/oa_folders/toolbox/download/20817/7
344/nojs

Center for the Promotion
of Science and ReFocus Center for the
Researchers' Night
Promotion of Science
project

Presentation of RRI Tools project in SciTruck

European Schoolnet

European Schoolnet

The workshop is an introduction to RRI at school and it
includes three modules and 2 practices.
- Introduction to RRI and RRI in education
- How RRI-oriented are your educational practices?
Elements for a self-reflection + Practice 1
– RRI-oriented educational practices + Practice 2

Zentrum für Soziale
Innovation

Zakaj je pomen komuniciranja (v) znanosti pomemben
za družbo? Kaj lahko odločevalci in kaj znanstveniki ter
njihove institucije naredijo, da bi tudi laična publika
razumela stališča znanosti in proces dela? Kako
rezultate znanstveno-raziskovalnega dela predstaviti na http://www.foruminovacij.si/sfi/program
način, da bodo razumljivi vsem? Kako z usmerjenimi
aktivnostmi in orodji komuniciranja afirmirati znanost in
hkrati preprečiti, da psevdoznanost ne bo imela
prednosti pred znanostjo?

IrsiCaixa

http://www.mncn.csic.es/Menu/Activida
des/Pblicoindividual/Otrasactividades_
RRI and RRI Tools were presented to secondary school
2016_Curso_hacia_un_mundo_sin_ma
teachers, using Xplore Health’s showcase
laria/seccion=1189&idioma=es_ES&id
=2016081010310001&activo=11.do

Zentrum für Soziale
Innovation

Spain

IrsiCaixa

United
Kingdom

STS Department of UCL
and the Centre for
Computing and Social
Responsibility of De
University College
Montfort University,
London
supported by the RRI
Tools and ResponsibleIndustry projects

Croatia

Zadruga Baltazar
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Center for the
Promotion of Science

http://bit.ly/2ciQ2au

We would like to invite you to a day workshop to
discuss the current state of RRI in the UK, and where
the research field might head next. We are looking to
https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/rri-in-thedevelop a strategy/roadmap, which enables all UK
academics working in this field to feel that there is a way uk-the-post-brexit-future-tickets27048924060
forward. Therefore, we envisage that this will be an
open and interactive discussion, that will allow
participants to co-design the agenda and therefore the
outcomes.
Dobrivoje Lale Erić, RRI Tools SEE Hub coordinator,
will advocate the RRI principles and RRI Tools in the
panel discussion on the subject of cooperation between
science and entrepreneurship.

Name

Role

Jornadas y Asamblea de la Red de Entidades
Gestoras de Investigación Clínica Hospitalaria participant
y Biosanitaria (REGIC)

Type

conference

Start date

Start
time

End date

End
time

26/09/2016 11:00 27/09/2016 13:30

City

San
Sebastián

Country

Organizer

Spain

Red de entidades
gestoras de
investigación clínica
hospitalario y
biosanitaria (REGIC)

RRI Tools members
involved

IrsiCaixa

RRI Tools training – How to align scientific
research with needs of local community?

hub training training workshop

27/09/2016 10:00 27/09/2016 15:00 Rijeka

Croatia

Center for the Promotion
of Science and
Center for the
University of Rijeka
Promotion of Science
Foundation

Human in Tech - Mêlée Numérique 2016

participant

27/09/2016

France

La mêlée numérique

workshop

EBN Congress 2016: Design for innovation

participant

conference

Italy and Swiss Hub Training

hub training training workshop

RRI Tools workshop in Ostrava - Svět techniky
hub training training workshop
science center

8:45 27/09/2016 18:00 Toulouse

Science Animation

Activities

28/09/2016 18:30 30/09/2016 18:00 Guimarães

Portugal

European Business
Network

European Business
Network

Tthe 25th EBN Congress intend to be a strong support
to design-driven innovation across Europe and the
Action Plan for Design-Driven Innovation, as well as to
contribute to achieve the following Commission aims:
* increase the use of design for innovation and growth
across Europe
* raise awareness of how design-driven innovation
increases efficiency in public services and drives
business growth;
* create capacity and competencies to deliver these
policies.
The Parallel 4: "Design for Social and Sustainable
Innovation
Parallel Workshop" will be about RRI.

29/09/2016

Switzerland

Fondazione
Cariplo/EPFL

Fondazione Cariplo

The wokshop is the only one in Switzerland and will
provide room for reflection and discussion between all
participants and will introduce the Toolkit including new
tools, the how-tos and the Self-Reflection Tool.

Czech
Republic

Techmania Science
Center with science
center Svět techniky

Techmania Science
Center

Training on the RRI Toolkit in north of Moravia

29/09/2016

Lausanne

03/10/2016 12:00 03/10/2016 17:00 Ostrava

RRI Tools days Girona: Practical tools for
research and innovation with and for society

hub training training workshop

03/10/2016

RRI Tools workshop in Olomouc - Pevnost
poznání

hub training training workshop

04/10/2016 10:00 04/10/2016 15:00 Olomouc

9:30 03/10/2016 12:30 Girona

Spain

Càtedra de Promoció de
la Salut, OITT, Irsi
IrsiCaixa
Caixa, IdiBGi

La jornada servirà de marc per introduir el concepte de
l’RRI i presentar la primera versió de la plataforma
virtual del projecte europeu RRI Tools (www.rri‐tools.eu)
que compta amb més de 350 recursos multimèdia per
implementar l’RRI en el nostre entorn. Entre aquestes
eines, hi trobem pràctiques inspiradores de l’àmbit
nacional i internacional, manuals i guies per
implementar les agendes polítiques de l’RRI —accés
obert, igualtat de gènere, ètica, participació pública,
educació científica i governança—, informació
adreçada als diferents actors socials, una eina
d’autoreflexió i la possibilitat de formar part d’una
comunitat de pràctica a nivell europeu.
La jornada s'adreça a la comunitat investigadora, als
professionals de la recerca i la innovació, als polítics i
directius de l‘R&I, la indústria, la comunitat educativa i
entitats de la societat civil.

Czech
Republic

Techmania Science
Techmania Science
Center with science
Center
center Pevnost poznání

Training on the RRI Toolkit in Moravian region
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Link

https://www.google.es/url?sa=t&rct=j&q
=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&ved=0a
hUKEwjKt7Xp5qzPAhWFChoKHQ24D
Plenary sessions, round tables and workshops on
pYQFggcMAA&url=http%3A%2F%2Fw
Human Resources Strategy for Resarchers (HRS4R) + ww.itemas.org%2Fno_cache%2Fevent
RRI; New Models of research careers, Impact of
os%2FdetalleResearch and Innovation in Health and Good practices evento%2Ftype%2F64%2Ft%2Factivi
in clinical trials management
dad%2Fd%2F261%2Ff%2FPrograma_
Jornadas_REGIC_2016.pdf%2F&usg=
AFQjCNHZQBdmZZ3L9ISwjmb8Esnw
_7zQdQ&cad=rja
The training is aimed at local research institutions,
universities, civil society organisations, policy makers
and entrepreneurs that share common interest in smart,
http://www.zaklada.uniri.hr/zaklada/201
inclusive and sustainable development of their local
community. The main objective of the training is to raise 6/09/poziv-na-rri-tools-trening/
awareness and to offer practical tools on how to make
research practice more socially desirable, ethically
acceptable and sustainable.
Journée dédiée aux Start-up et à l’Open Innovation /
Intervention de Science Animation, coordinateur
national du programme européen RRITools / atelier 1 –
11h15-12h00 : Innovation Responsable : cultiver
l’exigence. Venez découvrir l’Innovation Responsable
pour l’utiliser comme levier et booster le potentiel de
votre entreprise / atelier 2 – 16h15-17h00 : Relations
http://www.meleenumerique.com/
Chercheur·e·s / Entrepreneur·e·s : travailler la
complémentarité. Un atelier pour bénéficier de retours
d’expérience, se familiariser avec les contextes d’appel
à projets pour lesquels la recherche a besoin des
entreprises et découvrir le Catalyseur futur lieu
d’émergence de projets entreprise/recherche.

http://www.ebncongress.eu/

http://www.udg.edu/catedres/Promoci
%C3%B3delaSalut/Activitats/Reculldac
tivitats/tabid/14262/p/52308/language/c
a-ES/Default.aspx

Name

Role

Type
workshop

Start date

End date

City

RRI Tools workshop in iQlandia

hub training training workshop

05/10/2016 10:00 05/10/2016 15:00 Liberec

Czech
Republic

RRI Training

hub training training workshop

05/10/2016

Germany

RRI Tools workshop in VIDA science center

hub training training workshop

conference

05/10/2016

Segovia

Country

organizer

participant

04/10/2016

End
time

CNIO retreat

Engendering Habitat III: Facing the Global
Challenges in Cities, Climate Change and
Transport

04/10/2016

Start
time

9:00 05/10/2016 17:00 Berlin

8:00 06/10/2016 18:35 Madrid

06/10/2016 12:00 06/10/2016 18:00 Brno

Spain

Organizer
IrsiCaixa
Techmania Science
Center with iQlandia
science center
German Hub Wila Bonn
and
Zivilgesellschaftliche
Plattform
Forschungswende.

Spain

genderSTE (Gender,
Science, Technology
and Environment)

Czech
Republic

Techmania Science
Center with VIDA
science center

RRI Tools members
involved
IrsiCaixa
Techmania Science
Center

Training on the RRI Toolkit in north of Bohemia

Wissenschaftsladen
Bonn

Training on the RRI Toolkit

The International Conference ‘Engendering Habitat III’
engages with contemporary challenges to the urban
environment, with specific reference to their gender
dimensions and the promotion of gender equality. It will
contribute to the participatory processes leading up to
the New Urban Agenda, to the urgent measures to
reduce global warming, and to the 2030 Agenda for
Sustainable Development, including its goals, targets
and indicators. Experimentarium will present the RRI
Tools project.
Techmania Science
Center

Italian Hub Training

hub training training workshop

10/10/2016

10/10/2016

Milan

Italy

Fondazione
Cariplo/Museo
Fondazione Cariplo
Nazionale della Scienza
e della Tecnica

Sessió master David Bueno divulgació i
cooperació social

organizer

10/10/2016

10/10/2016

Barcelona

Spain

IrsiCaixa

Responsible Research and Innovation in
Albania

hub training training workshop

11/10/2016 11:00 11/10/2016 13:00 Tirana

Albania

Center for the promotion Center for the
of Science
Promotion of Science

Responsible Research and Innovation in
Albania

hub training training workshop

12/10/2016 11:00 12/10/2016 13:00 Vlora

Albania

12/10/2016

Sweden

VA annual conference. Theme: Open science participant
dialogue, digitalisation, participation

EFC Research Forum Conference 2016 |
'Change Makers: enabling high-impact
research'

26 OeAD-university conference: Responsible
Science, a global approach

lecture

conference

international
training workshop
training

participant

conference

12/10/2016

Stockholm

17/10/2016 12:00 18/10/2016 12:15 London

17/10/2016

9:00 18/10/2016 14:30 Leoben

United
Kingdom

Austria

Activities

Link

Training event on RRI

http://engenderinghabitat3.genderste.e
u/

Training on the RRI Toolkit in Moravian region
This is the second training we we carry out in Italy. This
time, and in order to facilitate a further dissemination of
the Toolkit, we decided to carry out this event in Milan.
We mean to invite representatives of all stakeholder
groups. The workshop will provide room for reflection
and discussion between all participants and will
introduce the Toolkit, including new tools, the how-tos
and the Self-Reflection Tool.

IrsiCaixa

The Center for the promotion of Science will organize a
2-hour workshop at the Mediterranean University of
Albania as part of Hub activities.
The Center for the promotion of Science will organize a
Center for the promotion Center for the
http://univlora.edu.al/arkiva/7783
2-hour workshop at the University of Vlora “Ismail
of Science
Promotion of Science
Qemali” as part of Hub acitivities.
Öppen vetenskap handlar både om hur forskning görs
tillgänglig och om hur den bedrivs. På årets VA-dag
Vetenskap & Allmänhet Vetenskap & Allmänhet
https://v-a.se/2016/10/va-dagen-2016/
diskuterades vad öppen vetenskap innebär i praktiken,
och hur vi ska få till det i Sverige.

EFC with the Wellcome
Trust

EFC
Fondazione Cariplo
King Baudouin
Foundation
"la Caixa" Foundation

OeAD (Austrian agency
for international mobility University College
and cooperation in
London and Athena
education, science and Institute
research.)
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The concept of impact has infused itself over recent
years into research cultures, policies and funding
across Europe. A growing number of researchers now
see themselves as change makers, trying to maximise
the benefit of their work for wider society. How is the
landscape for impact changing? What new pathways to
http://researchforum2016.efc.be/
impact are emerging from both the supply side of
researchers and funders, and the demand side of
policymakers, decision makers and other users of
evidence and expertise? Forum participants will explore
and debate the role of philanthropy in designing,
enabling and evaluating high-impact research.
Diskutiert wird Responsible Science sowohl hinsichtlich
der allgemeinen forschungsstrategischen Dimensionen
des Konzepts als auch der konkreten methodischen
Umsetzung im Rahmen von Forschungsvorhaben. Die
26. Hochschultagung der OeAD-GmbH rückt die
Herausforderung einer erfolgreichen Übersetzung des
anspruchsvollen strategischen Gesamtkonzepts von
Responsible Science in praktikable und zugleich
wissenschaftsmethodisch fruchtbare
Forschungsansätze ins Zentrum der Veranstaltung und
beleuchtet Responsible Sciences aus einem
internationalen Blickwinkel. Zu Wort kommen
Vertreter/innen aus Politik, Forschung und Gesellschaft.

https://www.oead.at/oead/veranstaltun
gen/veranstaltungen_detail/datum/201
6/10/17/26-oead-hochschultagungbr1718102016-leoben/

Name

BP ITHACA Workshop: How to implement the
Responsible Research and Innovation?
Exploring RRI and the RRI Toolkit

Responsible Innovation Series - "Citizen
participation in science and innovation, what’s
the point?"

Role

Type

hub training training workshop

participant

conference

Start date

18/10/2016

Start
time

End date

End
time

City

9:00 18/10/2016 16:30 Barcelona

18/10/2016 17:30 18/10/2016 20:00 London

Country

Spain

United
Kingdom

RRI Tools training - Tools for responsible
research in social sciences and humanities

hub training training workshop

19/10/2016 10:00 19/10/2016 15:00 Belgrade

Responsible Research and Innovation for the
education community

hub training training workshop

20/10/2016 10:00 20/10/2016 13:00 Thessaloniki Greece

Responsible Research and Innovation for
researchers and industry

hub training training workshop

20/10/2016 14:00 20/10/2016 17:00 Thessaloniki Greece

The 6th international conference on advanced
materials and systems - ICAMS

hub training training workshop

20/10/2016

9:30 21/10/2016 15:30 Bucharest

Serbia

Romania

BP ITHACA Workshop: How to implement the
Responsible Research and Innovation?
Exploring RRI and the RRI Toolkit

hub training training workshop

20/10/2016

Conference of the RRI Tools project
"Responsibility in research and inovation" in
the Senate of the Czech Parliament

organizer

20/10/2016 10:00 20/10/2016 17:00 Prague

Czech
Republic

Social Innovation Summit

hub training training workshop

25/10/2016

Sweden

conference

9:00 20/10/2016 16:30 Barcelona

9:00 26/10/2016 16:30 Malmö

Spain

Organizer

RRI Tools members
involved

Activities

Agency for Management
of University and
IrsiCaixa
Research Grants
(AGAUR)

The aim of the workshop is to explore RRI and put into
practice in different scenarios with the assistance of the
RRI Toolkit.
This Workshop is co-organised and co-financed by the
FP7 Projects: COFUND BP ITHACA (Marie Curie GA nº
600385) and RRI Tools (Science in Society GA nº
612393).

University College
London and Nesta

The event will focus on the impact of different forms of
citizen participation in science, design and innovation,
from citizen science platforms like Zooniverse to smart
cities built and shaped by citizens’ data and decisions,
from hackspaces and Fablabs where people can play
and build with cutting edge technologies to patient
groups steering research towards rare diseases.
What makes citizen participation worthwhile? Can
citizen science point the way to more democratic
innovation or should it just be seen as a hobby? What
types of inclusion can lead to more responsible
innovation?

University College
London

Center for the Promotion Center for the
of Science
Promotion of Science

Ellinogermaniki Agogi
(Greek Hub leader) in
cooperation with
NOESIS (Hub member)
Ellinogermaniki Agogi
(Greek Hub leader) in
cooperation with
NOESIS (Hub member)
Ministry of national
education and scientific
research, Romania;
National authority for
scientific research and
innovation, Romania;
The National Research
& Development Institute
for Textiles and Leather,
Bucharest

Ellinogermaniki Agogi

Ellinogermaniki Agogi

Link

http://www.nesta.org.uk/event/responsi
ble-innovation-series

One-day RRI Tools training organized by the Center for
the Promotion of Science in cooperation with the
Faculty of Philosophy, University of Belgrade. The
training is aimed at researchers in social studies and
humanities. Special focus will be put to ethics and
research integrity, open data and open science. The
objectives of the training are:
- Introduction to various aspects of the concept of RRI
and growing demands for the implementation of RRI
principles in research practice;
- Providing guidelines for the implementation of RRI
principles - Introduction to the RRI Tools platform and
its capabilities (training with the showcases).
Half a day seminar to introduce teachers to the RRI
concept, to learn how to use the RRI Toolkit, to try out
the Self-Revaluation Tool and to share specific
resources from the Toolkit
Half a day seminar to introduce teachers to the RRI
concept, to learn how to use the RRI Toolkit, to try out
the Self-Revaluation Tool and to share specific
resources from the Toolkit

Presentation on the topic Responsible Research and
Ruse Chamber of
Innovation - A concept shaping the new understanding
commerce and Industry
of Science and Technology Development

http://icams.ro/index.php?m=conferenc
e-program

The aim of the workshop is to explore RRI and put into
practice in different scenarios with the assistance of the
RRI Toolkit.
This Workshop is co-organised and co-financed by the
FP7 Projects: COFUND BP ITHACA (Marie Curie GA nº
600385) and RRI Tools (Science in Society GA nº
612393).
This conference brings to participants from all
stakeholders groups different examples on how to use
Techmania Science
RRI in practice. We will discuss about all main topics of
Center, Grafia s.r.o.,
RRI in various projects in Czech Republic and about the
Techmania Science
ARTIS 3000 s.r.o.,
possibilities of RRI in the future. Among speakers of this
Center and EU Affairs
Regionální
conference are: prof. Steve Miller, Ing. Liliana
http://techmania.cz/konference-rri/
Committee of the Senate
hospodářská komora
Berezkinová (Nanopharma a.s.), doc. Dr. Ing. Vladimír
of the Czech Parliament
Plzeňského kraje, UCL Kebo (The Technology Agency of the Czech Republic),
(prof. Steve Miller)
prof.RNDr. Ondřej Santolík, Dr. (Institute of
Atmospheric Physics of Czech Academy of Science)
etc.
Social Innovation Summit samlar entreprenörer,
förändringsagenter, innovatörer, beslutsfattare,
Forum for Social
investerare och finansiärer för att tillsammans utforska,
Vetenskap & Allmänhet
http://sisummit.se
Innovation Sweden
forma och främja social innovation ur ett nordiskt
perspektiv.
RRI Tools will hold a workshop and an exhibition.
Agency for Management
of University and
IrsiCaixa
Research Grants
(AGAUR)
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Name

RRI Tools Training: European Commission

Role

Type

international
training workshop
training

Start date

25/10/2016

Start
time

End date

End
time

City

9:00 25/10/2016 17:00 Brussels

Country

Belgium

RRI Toolkit training with West University in
Timișoara (WUT) - RRIzing a HEI - how?

hub training training workshop

03/11/2016 12:30 03/11/2016 15:00 Timișoara

Romania

II reunion investigación traslacional en
melanoma

participant

03/11/2016

Spain

Open Schools for Open societies Conference

meeting

hub training training workshop

Timișoara Medical Education Days - Focus on
hub training training workshop
assessment and RRI in Medical Education

03/11/2016

Barcelona

04/11/2016 18:00 06/11/2016 13:00 Athens

04/11/2016

04/11/2016

Timișoara

Organizer
RRI Tools and the
European Commission
RCCI as Hub leader,
Victor Babeș University
of Medicine and
Pharmacy as a Hub
member
Hospital Universitari
Deixeus

RRI Tools members
involved
"la Caixa" Foundation
and University College
London

Activities

The toolkit training is designed to present RRI as a
Ruse Chamber of
concept through the research and education
Commerce and Industry
communities - what for, how, which tools?
IrsiCaixa

Greece

Ellinogermaniki Agogi

Ellinogermaniki Agogi

Romania

Victor Babeș University
of Medicine and
Pharmacy supported by Ruse Chamber of
Ruse Chamber of
Commerce and Industry
Commerce and Industry Hub leader

Taking advantage of the numerous experiences and the
work done Ellinogermaniki Agogi is organizing an new
Open Classroom conference focusing on the
introduction of the Open School Culture in European
http://openschool2016.ea.gr/
schools. Numerous researchers and practitioners will
present how innovative and creative educational
methods and tools (adhering to the values embedded in
Responsible Research and Innovation) could be used
to incubate this culture to school settings.
The conference is designed in a way to concentrate
topics around medical education and RRI. A special
panel will be dedicated for RRI Toolkit training and work
with showcases.

Is Science Response able? Are scientific institutions
and scientists able to respond to societal needs,
challenges and expectations? These questions are the
starting point for a collective reflection on the
conceptual frame of Responsible Research and
Innovation (RRI) that has recently dominated the
science and society debate in Europe. What is RRI?
CES (member of the
Can we fully grasp this apparent next step in science
Portuguese hub);
and society relations? What are the consequences for
Ciência Viva; Wilabonn
the work of scientists?. How can it be implemented in
(Norbert Steinhaus)
scientific institutions and integrated into research
practices? What must change in the way scientists do
science and research and what changes in the way
science and research can engage Society and civil
society organizations? These are the some of the
reflections that will be explored during the proposed
workshops.
The RRI training in Grenoble (France) co-organized with
Grenoble Alpes University focuses on local RRI good
practices in neurosciences and robotics. The
La Casemate
participants (researchers, students, educators,
facilitators, entrepreneurs, policy makers, civil society...)
will get familiar with the Toolkit and will share their own
practices.
The UCL Hub for RRI is pleased to invite you to our last
public event of the RRI Tools project: “RRI: The way
University College
forward”. Melanie Smallman (RRI Tools project) and
London
Bernd Stahl (Responsible Industry) will lead an evening
of discussion and deliberation.

Is Science Response-able? Session 1: What is
hub training training workshop
RRI

05/11/2016 10:00 05/11/2016 18:00 Coimbra

Portugal

Centro de Estudos
Sociais (CES)

Séminaire Recherche et Innovation
Responsables

hub training training workshop

07/11/2016

France

La Casemate (French
Hub Member)

Responsible Research and Innovation: The
way forward

organizer

meeting

07/11/2016 18:30 07/11/2016 21:00 London

United
Kingdom

RRI Tools and
Responsible Industry

Conference for Swedish research
communicators and administrators

participant

conference

07/11/2016

Sweden

The Association of
Swedish Higher
Education and the
Swedish Research
Council

Workshop, exhibition

Austria

Zentrum für Soziale
Innovation

This training will be held within the Austrian Hub
Community. Representatives of all stakeholder groups
will be invited to join. The wokshop will provide room for
reflection and discussion between all participants and
will introduce the toolkit including new tools, the how-tos
and the self-reflection tool.

France

La cellule Europe + de
l’Université Fédérale de
Science Animation
Toulouse Midi-Pyrénées
et Science Animation

9:00 07/11/2016 17:00 Grenoble

07/11/2016

08/11/2016

Stockholm

Austrian Hub Training

hub training training workshop

08/11/2016

Vienna

Formation sur la recherche et l’innovation
responsables (RRI) : « Recherche
responsable, transformer les contraintes en
opportunités »

hub training training workshop

10/11/2016 14:00 10/11/2016 17:00 Toulouse
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Link

One-day training session for European Commission
officers within different units and H2020 pillars to
introduce RRI and the RRI Toolkit to those unfamiliar
with this approach.

Zentrum für Soziale
Innovation

http://www.umft.ro/evenimente-dincadrul-universitatii-de-medicina-sifarmacie-victor-babes-dintimisoara_172/timmed-2016_241

http://www.ces.uc.pt/formacao/index.ph
p?id=14823

http://lacasemate.fr/programmation/se
minaire-recherche-et-innovationresponsables-grenoble/

https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/responsi
ble-research-and-innovation-the-wayforward-tickets-28388409497

This RRI training is co-organized with La cellule Europe
+ de l’Université Fédérale de Toulouse Midi-Pyrénées.
We invited researchers and doctoral students to get
http://www.univ-toulouse.fr/node/13119
familiar with the Toolkit. They could use RRI as a way to
integrate these new orders into simpler processes.

Name

Role

Type

Start date

RRI Training in National Contact Point for the
European Research Framework Programme

hub training training workshop

10/11/2016

Workshop: Responsibility in science and
business

hub training training workshop

Responsible Research and Innovation:
Shaping Research with Public Participation

hub training training workshop

IAU 15th General Conference - Higher
Education: A catalyst for innovative and
sustainable societies

participant

RRI Tools workshop at Synthetic Biology UK
2016

hub training training workshop

RRI Tools Training in Mostar

RRI Tools Training in Seville

conference

hub training training workshop

hub training training workshop

Evening reception: Opening Science to Society participant

meeting

Start
time

End date

End
time

City

Country

Organizer

RRI Tools members
involved

Wila Bonn and the
German Hub

Wissenschaftsladen
Bonn

10/11/2016 10:00 10/11/2016 14:00 Luxembourg Luxembourg

Luxembourg National
Research Fund

King Baudouin
Foundation

11/11/2016 17:00 12/11/2016 13:00 Sesimbra

Ciência Viva

Ciência Viva; UCL
(Steve Miller)

13/11/2016

9:00 10/11/2016 17:00 Bonn

16/11/2016

Bangkok

14/11/2016 11:00 14/11/2016 13:00 Edinburgh

15/11/2016 10:00 15/11/2016 15:00 Mostar

Germany

Portugal

Thailand

International Association
"la Caixa" Foundation
of Universities

United
Kingdom

The Biochemical Society

Bosnia and
Herzegovina

15/11/2016 10:00 15/11/2016 12:00 Seville

Spain

15/11/2016 18:00 15/11/2016 21:00 Brussels

Belgium

University College
London

Center for the Promotion
of Science and Federal Center for the
Ministry of Education
Promotion of Science
and Science BiH

Activities
Der Wissenschaftsladen Bonn bietet als RRI ToolsProjektpartner ein Training an, bei dem die Toolbox
praxisorientiert zur Anwendung kommt. Ziel des
Workshops ist es, Multiplikator/innen und Forschende
zu unterstützen die Entwicklung und Einbindung von
RRI im eigenen Arbeits- und Forschungskontext zu
fördern.
The workshop aims to explore these tools and spark
better awareness of the topic.
The event features speakers and various stakeholders
in the field of Responsible Research and Innovation.
Participants will discover techniques and methods that
enable researchers and innovators to contribute
responsibly to a smart, inclusive and sustainable
society.

http://www.wilabonn.de/aktuelles/veran
staltungen/783-rri-training.html

https://www.fnr.lu/workshopresponsibility-science-business/

The 15th IAU General Conference will focus on sharing
strategies and practices that demonstrate how higher
education institutions contribute to innovation and
sustainability. Equally importantly, the Conference will
determine what more HEIs can do, especially through
www.etouches.com/iau2016
IAU, to become true catalysts for change.
On 14 November, a session on "HEIRRI project:
Responsible Research and Innovation, pleonasm or
indispensable prefix for sustainable education?" will be
held. RRI Tools will present the Toolkit.
The SynBio UK conference aims to showcase UK
https://www.biochemistry.org/Events/ta
Synthetic Biology research and to create a focal point
bid/379/View/Programme/MeetingNo/S
for the community, embracing its diversity and fostering
A186/Default.aspx
its growth and its engagement with society.
One-day RRI Tools training organized by the Center for
the Promotion of Science in cooperation with the
Federal Ministry of Education and Science BiH. The
training is aimed at researchers, PhD students,
university staff, civil society organizations and all other
actors involved in research and innovation process.
Special focus will be put to ethics and research integrity,
open data and open science. The objectives of the
training are: - Introduction to various aspects of the
concept of RRI and growing demands for the
implementation of RRI principles in research practice; Providing guidelines for the implementation of RRI
principles - Introduction to the RRI Tools platform and
its capabilities (training with the showcases).

Además de ser considerada una cuestión emergente, la
RRI está siendo impulsada por la Comisión Europea,
que replantea el rol de la ciencia y la innovación en la
National Hub and
sociedad. La jornada tratará de dar respuesta a
“la Caixa” Foundation
Agencia Andaluza del
cuestiones como ¿a qué nos referimos cuando
and IrsiCaixa
Conocimiento
hablamos de RRI? ¿Qué apapel deben jugar los
distintos actores del sistema de ciencia-tecnologíainnovación? ¿Y cómo se puede pasar de la teoría a la
práctica?
It is targeted at policy makers and stakeholders of
SwafS and the goal is to provide input on the
development of the SwafS-programme and the way
forward towards the next framework programme,
beyond Horizon 2020. Discussions will focus on the role
of the current programme and Responsible Research
SiS.net and the Swedish
and Innovation initiative as well as the Open Science
National Advocacy
Vetenskap & Allmänhet policy initiative taking in consideration the recent public
Platform for Science with
consultation and the new scoping paper. The event will
and for society
also showcase on-going projects within: Citizen
Science, Public Engagement, Science Education, RRI
and Gender and will provide networking opportunities
among SwafS stakeholders, national contact points,
national representatives and members of the European
Parliament.
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Link

https://www.citandalucia.com/?q=node/
1207

http://www.sisnetwork.eu/about/news/e
vening-reception-opening-science-tosociety-15-november-2016

Name

Role

Type

Start date

Public Engagement for Research, Practice and
Policy: Exploring Policy Options for
participant
Responsible Research, Sustainability and
Innovation

conference

16/11/2016

Gothenburg University Science Faculties’
annual meeting

meeting

16/11/2016

RRI Tools Training in Sarajevo

participant

hub training training workshop

18th International workshop on nanoscience &
nanotechnology - Responsible Research and participant
Innovations

RRI Tools Final Conference and Ceremony of
the European Foundations Award for
Responsible Research and Innovation

organizer

conference

conference

Start
time

End date

End
time

City

8:30 17/11/2016 16:45 Brussels

16/11/2016

Belgium

Gothenburg Sweden

17/11/2016 10:00 17/11/2016 13:00 Sarajevo

18/11/2016

Country

9:00 19/11/2016 18:00 Sofia

21/11/2016 11:00 22/11/2016 16:00 Brussels

Organizer

RRI Tools members
involved

CASI and PE2020
projects

King Baudouin
Foundation

Gothenburg University

Vetenskap & Allmänhet, Presentation of RRI and open science, and panel
"la Caixa" Foundation
debate

Link

One-day RRI Tools training organized by the Center for
the Promotion of Science, Federal Ministry of Education
and Science BiH and Foreign Trade Chamber of Bosnia
and Herzegovina.
The training is aimed at all actors in research and
innovation process, particularly policy makers, small
and medium sized entrepreneurships, scientific
research institutions market oriented and civil society
organizations. . The objectives of the training are: Introduction to various aspects of the concept of RRI
and growing demands for the implementation of RRI
principles in research practice; - Providing guidelines for
the implementation of RRI principles - Introduction to the
RRI Tools platform and its capabilities (training with the
showcases).

Bosnia and
Herzegovina

Center for the Promotion
of Science, Federal
Ministry of Education
Center for the
and Science BiH and
Promotion of Science
Foreign Trade Chamber
of Bosnia and
Herzegovina

Bulgaria

The National
Coordination Council on
Nanotechnology, The
Presentation of the RRI Tools project, presentation of
Ruse Chamber of
http://e-university.tu-sofia.bg/eUniversity of Chemical
RRI for the research community and presentation of the
Commerce and Industry
conf/?konf=82
Technology and
RRI Toolkit
Metallurgy - Sofia and
AQUACHIM JSCo

Belgium

RRI Tools

all

Once a common understanding has been achieved on
what RRI in practice means, there is an active debate
on how to implement RRI and on what is the logic
evolution of this concept and policy towards a more
open science and innovation system. With this spirit,
the RRI Tools Final Conference aims to create the ideal
space for discussion and reflection.
The conference addresses the full range of R&I
http://www.rri-tools.eu/final-conference
stakeholders: researchers and research organisations,
policy makers at global, European, national and regional
level, business and industry representatives, science
education members, and civil society organizations.
The conference will also host the Awards Ceremony of
the EFARRI, a sister initiative that aims to recognise the
best 3 RRI projects in Europe and to publish 15 good
RRI cases throughout Europe.
Ponents:
- El què, el com i el per què de l’RRI. Rosina Malagrida.
Responsable
del Living Lab de Salut, Institut de Recerca de la Sida
IrsiCaixa | Coordinadora Xplore Health |
http://www.irsicaixa.es/sites/default/file
Subcoordinadora RRI Tools
s/flyer_cross-roads_-_rri.pdf
- Com avaluar l’RRI en les propostes de recerca. Paula
Adam. Responsable d’Avaluació de la Recerca,
Agència de Qualitat i Avaluació Sanitàries de Catalunya
AQUAS.
- Col·loqui amb els assistents.

Cross-roads en recerca clínica aplicada en
SIDA sessió 5: “Recerca i Innovació
Responsables (RRI): una oportunitat per
participant
millorar la qualitat i l’impacte social de la nostra
recerca en salut”

conference

23/11/2016 14:00 23/11/2016 16:30 Barcelona

Spain

IrsiCaixa and Gilead
Sciences

IrsiCaixa

Citizen Science Encounter

conference

25/11/2016 10:00 26/11/2016 18:00 Madrid

Spain

Ibercivis Contact and
Medialab-Prado

"la Caixa" Foundation
and IrsiCaixa

organizer

Activities

The conference focuses on the intersection of public
engagement and sustainable innovation, and will
feature a debate on good public engagement and
sustainable innovation practices with an ambition to
identify common European priorities on how to stimulate
http://www.casi2020.eu/casi-policysocietal engagement for sustainable innovation
conference-2016/
activities in European regions, scientific institutions,
SMEs and other societal actors. We will bring together a
broad range of experts, stakeholders, policy-makers,
entrepreneurs, regional authorities and Commission
officials.
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Name

Role

SATORI mutual learning workshop in Belgrade participant

Type

workshop

Start date

25/11/2016

Start
time

End date

25/11/2016

End
time

City

Belgrade

Country

Center for the Promotion Center for the
of Science
Promotion of Science

Centro de Estudos
Sociais (CES)

hub training training workshop

26/11/2016 10:00 26/11/2016 18:00 Coimbra

Portugal

RRI Tools Training in Koprivnica

hub training training workshop

27/11/2016 10:00 27/11/2016 15:00 Koprivnica

Croatia

Gender equality in RRI

hub training training workshop

28/11/2016

Poland

Education in RRI

hub training training workshop

29/11/2016 14:00 29/11/2016

Gdynia

RRI Tools members
involved

Serbia

Is Science Response-able? Session 2:
Engaging with CSO and Communities

9:00 28/11/2016 16:00 Kraków

Organizer

Poland

Activities

Link

SATORI mutual learning workshop was aimed at the
academy and CSO representatives. During the course
of the workshop, the SATORI proposal for ethics
assessment procedures will be presented, as well as
the country report for Serbia, outlining the results of the
analyse of the ethical assessment of research and
innovation in the Republic of Serbia and how ethical
assessment plays a role in the activities of professional
groups and associations for research and innovation
and of civil society organisations (CSOs). As un
umbrela term, the RRI concept along with the RRI Tools
project was presented to the participant.

The participants will also have a chance to learn about
CES (member of the
ethical aspects of clinical trials on the global and local
Portuguese hub);
http://www.ces.uc.pt/formacao/index.ph
level. The short introductory will be given to another EU
Ciência Viva; Wilabonn
p?id=14823
project, called RRI Tools and its practical set of tools
(Norbert Steinhaus)
that help researchers and other stakeholder groups put
responsible research into practice.
http://www.cpn.rs/aktivnosti/english-rriCenter for the Promotion
tools-%D1%83of Science and
Center for the
At the second half of the training, participants will be
%D0%BA%D0%BE%D0%BF%D1%80
University North,
Promotion of Science
split into two groups when group discussion about the
%D0%B8%D0%B2%D0%BD%D0%B8
Koprivnica
SATORI results and findings will take place.
%D1%86%D0%B8/
Podczas spotkania zaprezentujemy Państwu portal RRI
Tools, a także zaprosimy Państwa do dyskusji o
Foundation for Polish
promocji kobiet w nauce z perspektywy instytucji
Science and Polish
Foundation for Polish
http://www.fnp.org.pl/warsztat-ofinansującej badania naukowe.
Women Scientists
Science
Warsztat odbędzie się w Krakowie w dniu 28 listopada polityce-rownosciowej-zaproszenie/
Network
2016 r. w budynku „Areszt” w Centrum Transferu
Technologii Politechniki Krakowskiej (ul. Warszawska
24, 31-155 Kraków).
Foundation for Polish
Foundation for Polish
Science
Science

Engage 2016

participant

conference

29/11/2016 10:00 30/11/2016 16:30 Bristol

United
Kingdom

National Co-ordinating
Centre for Public
Engagement (NCCPE)

Featuring the finalists of this year’s Engage competition,
the conference will celebrate the diversity of engaged
practice across the UK. The conference will provide an
opportunity both to take stock and to move forwards
University College
with our engagement work. Encouraging new ways of
https://www.publicengagement.ac.uk/w
London and Vetenskap thinking about engagement and how to support it, the
ork-with-us/engage-conference/engage& Allmänhet
conference will provide stimulation and challenge,
2016
inspiring us to develop quality practice. What are the
opportunities and challenges going forward? How can
we draw on expertise inside and outside the sector to
inform our thinking and our approach?

Lecture at Biotech degree UB

organizer

lecture

01/12/2016

Spain

IrsiCaixa

IrsiCaixa

Framtidsmuseet

Framtidsmuseet var det första Science Centret i
Sverige och de har under 30 år arbetat med att
stimulera intresset för naturvetenskap och teknik. Idag
är det en av regionens viktigaste aktörer när det handlar
om framtida kompetensförsörjning. Under 2015 tog de
https://v-a.se/events/vem-tar-omVetenskap & Allmänhet emot mer än 17 000 barn i spetsundervisning, och
framtidens-kompetensbehov/
samarbetade med allt från NASA till Högskolan Dalarna
och ett 30-tal företag i vår region.
Vetenskap & allmänhet medverkar vid ett
lunchseminarium, med spännande människor med
tankar om framtiden.

Vem tar över? Om framtidens
kompetensbehov.

participant

seminar

01/12/2016

Barcelona

01/12/2016 11:30 01/12/2016 12:00 Borlänge

Sweden
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Name

Is Science Response-able? Session 3: Doing
Science in Times of Crisis

Role

Type

hub training training workshop

Start date

Start
time

End date

End
time

City

Country

02/12/2016 10:00 02/12/2016 18:00 Coimbra

Organizer

Portugal

Centro de Estudos
Sociais (CES)

RRI Tools members
involved

Activities

Is Science Response able? Are scientific institutions
and scientists able to respond to societal needs,
challenges and expectations? These questions are the
starting point for a collective reflection on the
conceptual frame of Responsible Research and
Innovation (RRI) that has recently dominated the
science and society debate in Europe. What is RRI?
CES (member of the
Can we fully grasp this apparent next step in science
Portuguese hub);
and society relations? What are the consequences for
Ciência Viva; Wilabonn
the work of scientists?. How can it be implemented in
(Norbert Steinhaus)
scientific institutions and integrated into research
practices? What must change in the way scientists do
science and research and what changes in the way
science and research can engage Society and civil
society organizations? These are the some of the
reflections that will be explored during the proposed
workshops.

Link

http://www.ces.uc.pt/formacao/index.ph
p?id=14823

Frank Kupper (VU Athena Instituut, momenteel ook bij
Rathenau) geeft een inleiding waarin hij de uitkomsten
van RRI Tools presenteert. Vervolgens bespreken we
http://www.tertium.nl/rri-wat-is-hetde volgende thema’s: (1) het ideale onderzoeksproces, optimale-onderzoeksproces-2/
(2) hoe betrek je burgers op een zinvolle manier bij het
onderzoek en (3) Hoe ga je om met falen?

RRI: Het optimale onderzoeksproces?

organizer

workshop

02/12/2016 13:00 02/12/2016 17:00 Amsterdam

Netherlands

VU University
Athena Institute
Amsterdam and Tertium

Third Participation Forum Flanders Care

participant

workshop

05/12/2016 14:00 05/12/2016 18:00 Brussels

Belgium

Flanders Care

King Baudouin
Foundation

Sweden

Vetenskap & Allmänhet

Är du intresserad av vad RRI kan hjälpa dig med?
Jobbar du inom näringsliv, utbildning, forskning,
civilsamhälle, myndighet eller beslutsfattande? Vill du
https://v-a.se/events/workshop-luleaVetenskap & Allmänhet
träffa aktörer från andra sektorer och diskutera
rri/
forsknings- och innovationsfrågor? Då är du välkommen
på en halvdagsworkshop om RRI!

Belgium

Isosl - Intercommunale
King Baudouin
des soins spécialisés de
Foundation
Liège

Une après-midi de réflexion thém’éthique abordant sans
tabou les rapports intimes existant entre l’univers
soignant et l’univers technologique. Le mot d’ordre :
l’innovation « responsable » (B. GOMBAULT).
Tous les niveaux du soin sont concernés par la
révolution technologique.

http://www.pfpl.eu/app/download/10780
647097/6%C3%A8me%20Apr%C3%A
8smidi%20de%20l'%C3%A9thique%20%20carton%20d'invitation.pdf?t=14781
68198

Vous vous posez des questions sur le concept de
Recherche et d'Innovation Responsable ? Comment
l’appliquer dans vos activités et être en mesure de
répondre aux demandes de vos institutions et
financeurs ? Un événement est organisé à Montpellier,
dans les locaux du Cirad - La recherche agronomique
pour le développement, le 8 décembre de 13h45 à
17h30 pour y répondre avec le projet européen RRI
Tools.
Participation gratuite mais inscription obligatoire par
mail auprès de delegation.europe@cirad.fr

https://www.facebook.com/ciheam.iam
m/photos/a.734973716532659.107374
1829.734830273213670/14486098151
69042

RRI multi stakeholder workshop

hub training training workshop

Sixième après-midi de l'éthique : mécanisation
participant
des soins, intelligence soignante en peril ?

meeting

Présentation de la boîte à outils du projet RRI
Tools

organizer

RRI Toolkit training workshop

hub training training workshop

Veranstaltung der RRI Plattform: "Ethik in der
Forschungspraxis"

participant

meeting

conference

06/12/2016 13:00 06/12/2016 16:00 Luleå

08/12/2016 13:00 08/12/2016 17:00 Liège

08/12/2016 13:45 08/12/2016 17:30 Montpellier

France

EuroScience

EuroScience

12/12/2016

Poland

Foundation for Polish
Science

Foundation for Polish
Science

12/12/2016

9:00 12/12/2016

Warsaw

9:30 12/12/2016 16:00 Vienna

Austria

RRI Plattform Österreich Athena Institute, ZSI
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Workshop on digital transformation in care as a
strategic priority by IMEC and Vlerick Business School. http://www.flanderscare.be/evenement
Three breakout sessions on digital transformation, new en/derde-participatieforum-flandersmodels of cooperation and ethical aspects of innovation care
in care, where the RRI Toolkit was presented.

„Ethik“ gewinnt sowohl für WissenschaftlerInnen als
auch für Forschungsförderer zunehmend an
Bedeutung. Viele Betroffene stellt dies vor neue
http://www.ihs.ac.at/events/detail/event
Herausforderungen: Wie kann/soll man im
/termin/veranstaltung-der-rri-plattformForschungsalltag mit ethisch relevanten Fragen
ethik-in-der-forschungspraxis/
umgehen? Diese Veranstaltung am IHS greift das
aktuelle Thema „Ethik in der Forschungspraxis“ auf und
diskutiert praktische Wege zur Umsetzung.

Name

Role

Type

Start date

Start
time

End date

End
time

City

Country

Organizer

RRI Tools members
involved

RRI Tools Curated Dinner

hub training training workshop

13/12/2016 18:00 13/12/2016 21:00 Dublin

Ireland

Science Gallery

Science Gallery

1 day RRI training for graduate students

hub training training workshop

13/12/2016

United
Kingdom

University College
London

University College
London

RRI Tools: implementando la Investigación e
Innovación Responsables

hub training training workshop

RRI Tools Belgrade Conference "Responsible
Research and Innovation Tools for Better
Societies"

organizer

RRI Toolkit training: RRI legacy in Bulgaria pay it forward

hub training training workshop

RRI Tools Training in Banja Luka

RRI Tools Training in Novi Sad

conference

hub training training workshop

hub training training workshop

13/12/2016

London

14/12/2016 10:00 14/12/2016 12:00 Zamudio

16/12/2016

9:00 16/12/2016 18:15 Belgrade

19/12/2016 10:00 19/12/2016 16:00 Sofia

21/12/2016 10:00 21/12/2016 15:00 Banja Luka

23/12/2016 10:00 23/12/2016 15:00 Novi Sad

Spain

IrsiCaixa, "la Caixa"
Foundation and
Innobasque

“la Caixa” Foundation
and IrsiCaixa

Activities

La Investigación e Innovación Responsables (RRI, de
sus siglas en inglés) es una cuestión emergente,
impulsada por la Comisión Europea, que replantea el rol
de la ciencia y la innovación en la sociedad y que se
está incorporando de manera transversal desde varios
programas como el programa marco Horizonte 2020.
Pero, ¿a qué nos referimos exactamente con el término
RRI? ¿Qué rol podemos tener los distintos actores del
sistema de ciencia e innovación?¿Cómo podemos
pasar a la práctica?
En la jornada se introducirá la RRI y su importancia
para las convocatorias europeas de Horizonte 2020.

Center for the Promotion Center for the
of Science
Promotion of Science

Bulgaria

The training is specially designed to the request and
Ruse Chamber of
Ruse Chamber of
needs of Sofia University "St Klimen Ohridski", the
Commerce and Industry Commerce and Industry oldest and most reputable high academic institution in
the country

Serbia

Center for the Promotion
Center for the
of Science and
Promotion of Science
University of Banja Luka

One-day RRI Tools training organized by the Center for
the Promotion of Science and University of Banjaluka.
The training is aimed at all actors involved in research
and innovation process, The objectives of the training
are: Introduction to various aspects of the concept of
RRI and growing demands for the implementation of
RRI principles in research practice; Providing guidelines
for the implementation of RRI principles; Introduction to
the RRI Tools platform and its capabilities (training with
the showcases).

Center for the Promotion
Center for the
of Science and iDEA
Promotion of Science
LAB

One-day RRI Tools training organized by the Center for
the Promotion of Science and Idelab.
The training is aimed at all actors involved in research
and innovation process, The objectives of the training
are: Introduction to various aspects of the concept of
RRI and growing demands for the implementation of
RRI principles in research practice; Providing guidelines
for the implementation of RRI principles; Introduction to
the RRI Tools platform and its capabilities (training with
the showcases).
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http://www.innobasque.eus/eventos/ev
ento/rri-tools-implementando-lainvestigacion-e-innovacionresponsables

The RRI Tools Belgrade Conference will gather key
stakeholders from the SEE Hub countries - Albania,
Bosnia&Herzegovina, Croatia, Montenegro and Serbia in order to strengthen existing and inspire new networks
established under the RRI idea. "Responsible Research
and Innovation Tools for Better Societies" will serve as
a meeting point for all actors involved in the research
process headed towards the better understanding of
science and responsibility. Many best practices from the http://eu.cpn.rs/projekti/rritools/pdf/rri_t
SEE region will be presented in order to inspire
ools_flajer.pdf
research and society actors to learn from each others.
Speakers coming from regional communities, but also
from the EU will offer a specific knowledge and
experience on RRI: what can we learn from specific
needs of local communities, responsible science
communication, regional networking, research funding
organisations, ethics assessment proceduress and
reporting on sensitive research topics.

Serbia

Bosnia and
Herzegovina

Link

Science Gallery Dublin will welcome guests from a
range of disciplines (researchers, education
professionals, CSOs, business/industry,
governance/policy) to a specially-organised dinner. This
will be curated by a chef and hosted by a science
communication professional. The host will lead activities
and discussions around a range of topical scientific
issues with a focus on how RRI approaches can be
applied to these challenges. Guest will be asked to
collaboratively create an output. The food chosen by the
chef for each course will directly relate to these
challenges, and will provide a focal point for the
discussion.

Name

Responsible Research and Innovation Design
Sprint at Fraunhofer CeRRI, Berlin

Role

Type

hub training training workshop

Start date

Start
time

End date

End
time

City

27/01/2017 10:30 27/01/2017 16:30 Berlin

Country

Germany

Organizer

Wissenschaftsladen
Bonn,
Zivilgesellschaftliche
Plattform
Forschungswende,
Politics for Tomorrow
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RRI Tools members
involved

Wissenschaftsladen
Bonn

Activities

Link

The workshop deals with the question how concepts of
responsible research and innovation can be more
closely integrated into politics and administration.
Together, we concretize the concept of responsible
research and develop innovative ideas using innovative
design methods to support and implement research and http://www.forschungswende.de/index.
innovation with and for society.
php?id=37&tx_news_pi1[news]=147
What is the status of RRI in your organization?
What value can RRI provide for your work?
How do new RRIs look like in policy and administration?
What do you need to establish RRI as a concept in your
institution?

